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Kivonat
Az otthoni Internet hozzáférés folyamatosan növekvő sebessége a felhasználók számára
is lehetővé teszi olyan korábban elérhetetlennek számító, nagy sávszélességet igénylő alkalmazásokat, mint például a VoIP vagy az igény szerinti videózás. Ezek gyors terjedése
miatt megnőtt az igény a minőségbiztosított és magas rendelkezésre állású városi hálózati
megoldások iránt. Ugyanakkor az összeköttetések nagy sebessége és az alacsony költségek az Ethernet technológiát költséghatékony városi hálózati megoldássá teszik. A szabványosítási testületek a szabányok kiterjesztésével teremtik meg a „Szolgáltatói szintű”
Ethernetet.
A disszertáció, QoS architektúrát feltételezve, erőforrás-optimalizáló keretrendszert és új
algoritmusokat javasol, amelyek képesek a hálózat optimális konfigurációjának hatékony
meghatározására. A megoldás meghatározása során az eljárások figyelembe veszik a
Szolgáltatás Minőség, a forgalommenedzsment és a megbízhatóság kérdéskörét.
Az optimalizálási feladatot Egészértékű Lineáris Programként (ILP) fogalmaztam meg,
majd az eredményének minőségét a szabvány által javasolt alapbeállítások szerinti megoldáséval vetettem össze. Szimulációk alapján megállapítottam, hogy tipikus városi hálózati
topológiák esetén az átbocsátóképesség jelentősen (50-200%) megnövelhető. Azonban az
ILP alapú megoldás skálázhatatlan, így a probléma dekompozícióján alapuló heurisztikus
algoritmusokat javasoltam. Ezen algoritmusok közel optimális megoldás megadására
képesek, mindeközben skálázhatóak maradnak.
Továbbá, mind a modellt, mind pedig a javasolt algoritmusokat kiterjesztettem, hogy
képesek legyenek többesküldés és statisztikus nyalábolás alkalmazásával Triple-Play (Telefon, TV, Internet egy infrastruktúra felett) szolgáltatás hatékony támogatására. Végül, optikai átvitelen alapuló (és hullámhossz-osztást alkalmazó) Ethernet esetére is kiterjesztettem a javasolt ILP alapú megoldást.

xv

Abstract
The steadily increasing Internet access speeds have made it possible even for home users
to reach and use previously unavailable bandwidth consuming services like, VoIP and
Video on Demand. The rapid spread of these applications emerges the demand for QoS
aware and reliable architectures in Metro Area Networks. At the same time, the low cost
and the high speed links make the Ethernet the most cost efficient technology for building
Metro Networks. Standardization further extends the capabilities of Ethernet making the
Ethernet “Carrier Grade”.
Assuming an Ethernet based QoS architecture with resilience capability, this thesis proposes an optimization framework and novel algorithms that support optimal off-line configuration of trees and optimal VLAN assignment to these trees. The optimized configuration considers Quality of Service (QoS), Traffic Engineering (TE) and reliability
objectives and can be performed via centralized management plane.
The optimization task is formulated as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) and compared
to the traffic driven configuration method that use a standard based port cost set. The
simulations show that high throughput gain (50–200%) can be realized over the typical
metro network topologies. Since the ILP is rather unscalable, the decomposition of the
problem is presented and based on it, novel heuristic algorithms are proposed. These
algorithms provide near optimal solutions and they are proven to be scalable.
Last, but not least, the assumed model and the proposed algorithms are further improved
to deal with the requirements of Triple-Play: multicast and statistical multiplexing capabilities. Another direction is to extend the protection capabilities over Optical Ethernet,
where Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing (CWDM) is applied to serve the huge
bandwidths.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the late 80s Internet was not more than an exciting toy of the research community.
However, ten years later, the Internet became the part of the everyday life, since it was
able to provide two novel applications that raised the interest: the electronic mail (e-mail)
and the World Wide Web. These two applications generated the demands for bringing the
Internet to the homes. In the past several years the bandwidth available for home users
steadily increased. The recent Internet access speeds allow reaching not only the traditional applications like WWW and email, but novel, value-added services (e.g., voice over
IP). However, these latter services require assurances for the Quality of Service (QoS)
along the whole path between the home user equipment and the server of the application. These QoS requirements become crucial especially in the Metropolitan Network,
where the traffic of the users are aggregated and transported toward the core networks.
These facts motivate the development of QoS capable Metropolitan Network Architectures. Nevertheless, the costs of such networks – both installation and operational ones –
are among the major driving forces.
The Traffic Engineering (TE) is to reduce the overall cost of operations by more efficient
use of bandwidth resources through avoiding the situations where some parts of a network
are over-utilized (congested), while other parts are under-utilized. With the help of TE
principles the network operators can increase their income, while the operational and
establishment costs can be decreased by using “cheap” technologies.
Ethernet seems to be the best choice as a “cheap” technology, however, it lacks of efficient
Traffic Engineering capabilities. My dissertation aims at discuss the issues of the appli-
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cation of Ethernet based QoS Architectures for Metropolitan Networks. The dissertation
is organized as follows.
In chapter 1 I will present the assumed QoS Architecture and the technological issues to
be solved to make the Ethernet carrier grade.
Chapter 2 summarizes the situational framework for evaluating the performances of the
proposed models and algorithms.
Chapter 3 details the “traffic-driven” tree optimization model and presents an Integer Linear Program based formulation of the problem. Then, this model is extended in order to
provide highly reliable networks. Besides, both ILP models are evaluated.
Chapter 4 searches for a solution for the main drawback of the ILP model: its poor scalability. In this chapter I propose an algorithm based on the decomposition of the problem
described by ILP. A further heuristic algorithm is given to realize dedicated and shared
protection. The performances of both heuristics are evaluated.
Chapter 5 extends the basic model considering two real-life cases. First I will present how
the Triple-play service is integrated in the presented model, and what extensions have to
be made on the proposed algorithms to apply them in this scenario. A further extension
of the model is the case when the Ethernet is on optical basis and uses Coarse Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (CWDM).

1.1 QoS Architecture for Metro Networks
The provisioning of end-to-end QoS services requires an architecture that provides QoS
guarantees in the Metro Network while allows efficient network utilization supporting
Traffic Engineering. Furthermore, support for multiple network domains of different service providers is also required. The most widespread solutions assume a centralized management system.
These architectures fit in the policy based management model: a policy is a set of rules
controlling the priorities and how to access the resources. The network management is
performed according to these policies determined by the network operator. Policies for
services are maintained at the Network Manager Entity (NME). The NME has a central

3
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3GPP TS 22.105 ITU-T G.1010

Sample Applications

Real Time

Interactive

Streaming

Timely

Transactional

Responsive

Voice messaging, web-browsing, instant messaging

Best Effort

Non-critical

Usenet, e-mail

Conversational voice, Videophone, Interactive games, telnet
Audio & Video streaming, Telemetry

Table 1.1: Assumed traffic classes [G.1010][3GP06]
view on the topology information and of the resource usage in the network domain.
Resource control is done by pre-provisioned resources so called “TE” pipes (see Figure 1.1) [VNvNF04]. These resources are dedicated to the aggregated traffic of a service
flowing between the service endpoints in the aggregation network. The pipes are usually
point-to-point bidirectional ones with asymmetric allocated capacity. However, point-tomany or multicast pipes can also be defined.
Based on the QoS and resilience requirements of services, different traffic classes can be
defined. Considering the major QoS parameters like delay, delay variation and information loss, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) identified four traffic classes in
TS 22.105 annex B [3GP06]. Therewith, the International Telecommunication Union,
Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) G.1010 recommendation [G.1010]
suggests a classification of the applications taking their performance requirements into
account. Both solutions, nevertheless, consider roughly the same four class model except
some performance parameters as can be seen on Table 1.1. Here, I will use the 3GPP
terminology for naming the traffic classes.
The resource control on these pipes is performed by controlling the amount of traffic entering into the pipe at the border nodes, while the schedulers and priority queues deployed
at the internal nodes are responsible only for keeping the QoS constraints defined for the
traffic classes. The Call Admission Control (CAC) mechanisms are applied to prevent
that an incoming flow exceeds the capacity limit given for the pipe or deteriorate the QoS.
This mechanism can be used only if the traffic is session based, i.e., first a call request
arrives to check whether there are enough resources in the network for all the traffic flows
when the call is accepted. A trivial example for this type of traffic service is the Interactive
Video on Demand.
After accepting a request its traffic must be properly policed and shaped before transmit-

4
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1: User service request
2: Service provider
QoS request

3: QoS request forwarding

5: accept / reject

4:

Re
so

NME
urc
e

4:
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es

ou
r

ce

co

nt
ro

l

NME

co
ntr
ol

4: Resource
control

TE pipe

Telephone

Modem

Computer

Access Node

Switch

Switch

TV and
Set Top Box

Edge node
Switch

Modem
Switch
Access Node

Edge node

Switch

TE

e
pip

Switch

Modem

Network Provider 1

Network Provider 2

Application Service
Provider

Figure 1.1: Assumed QoS architecture

ting it in a pipe. Both functions are implemented at the border nodes (Access and Edge
Nodes), thus, they are responsible for enforcing the given policies upon flowing traffic,
thus, they are called Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs). These functions are also applied
for the other traffic types where no CAC is implemented, e.g., the traditional internet
access.
Besides the PEPs, a further entity is needed that is able to perform CAC, defining the
policies and sending them to the PEPs. This role is referred to as Policy Decision Point
(PDP). It determines the QoS requirement of the required service and performs the CAC
according to the QoS policy. When a service request is accepted, a pipe is selected and
assigned to it and the policies are sent to the PEPs as configuration data. This can be done,
e.g., using Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).
While the PEP function is distributed among the border nodes, the PDP can be either centralized or distributed. The most widespread concept is to focus all PDP related functions,
including network configuration, CAC, etc., to a central entity called Network Management Entity (NME). This solution is proposed for instance in the Enhanced Resource and
Information Control (ENRICO) [BvdSBP03]. A further solution is to distribute some
PDP functions (e.g., CAC) to the border nodes as proposed in [J1]. However, in both
cases the NME performs the network configuration via routing and dimensioning the TE
pipes and laying them in the network. The concept of TE pipes makes the resource reser-
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vation easier; moreover, defining a logical overlay network of TE pipes also simplifies the
CAC process. However, the pipes have to be accurately dimensioned and routed.
At the same time, the TE pipe based resource reservation model defines an important
requirement against the underlying transport technology: It must have the ability of providing point-to-point provisioned channels. Furthermore, the technology to be deployed
should support carrier grade services. Carrier grade requirements in Metro Networks
encompass [dVTC+ 02]:

• Scalable and secure segregation of customers and their traffic;
• High Availability;
• Quality of Service Support;
• Multi-service support;
• Operation, Administration and Maintenance (OAM).

For the classical internet access, the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) was widely
deployed as aggregation and metro network technology. For each TE pipe a statically
configured Permanent Virtual Path (PVP) is spanned and multiple Virtual Connections
(VC) in the PVP transmit the traffic. Although, this solution worked well, the ATM is
a quite expensive technology that fact led to the development of alternate and more cost
efficient technologies.
The Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), being a successor technology of ATM in
core networks, is a suitable candidate since the TE pipes can be easily served by the Label
Switch Paths and, furthermore, the MPLS supports all requirements of providing carrier
grade services. To decrease the costs of MPLS a rational solution is to apply Ethernet as
transport technology between the Label Switching Routers (LSRs). Here, the Ethernet is
used only as a cheap and high speed transmission medium. This approach is referred to
as MPLS/Ethernet. However, several functions of MPLS/Ethernet are superfluous, thus,
they only increase the complexity. This recognition led to the concept of pure Ethernet
based metro networks: the Metro Ethernet.
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1.2 Ethernet Transport in Metro Networks
For decades Ethernet has been the most widespread technology in Local Area Network
(LAN) environment because of its benefits: it provides high speed communication with
low establishing and operational costs. This made the Ethernet the ultimate solution for
LANs. Nowadays, the transmission speed of Ethernet reaches up to 10 Gbps that makes it
an alternative when a metropolitan network is built. In fact, Ethernet seems to be the most
cost effective candidate for establishing a Metropolitan Area Network (MAN). Since
Ethernet was born in LAN environment, it faced the issues regarding to the carrier grade
services. The standards and proposals presented by the IEEE and the major equipment
vendors provide a framework to deal with these issues.

1.2.1 Traffic Separation
The Metro Network environment calls for better traffic control to separate the traffic flows
belonging to different customers and services. For the purpose of user separation the
IEEE 802.1Q [IEEE802.1Q2003] standard introduces the concept of Virtual Local Area
Networks (VLANs). A network can be segmented into VLANs, each representing a
broadcast domain. The VLANs are identified by a 12-bit VLAN Identifier that allows
up to 4096 logical network (VLAN) to be differentiated in a single network. These logical networks are fully separated in the Ethernet layer, data can be exchanged between two
VLANs only through Layer 3 routing. This capability makes the VLAN concept being
suitable for traffic and customer separation.
However, a network has much more than 4096 customers, thus, instead of the customers
the VLANs identify the traffic of more users flowing TE-pipes as presented earlier. To
separate the traffic belonging to different users within a TE-pipe a secondary VLAN tag
should be embedded into each frame. This concept is called Q-in-Q encapsulation (or
VLAN stacking) and defined in IEEE 802.1ad [IEEE802.1ad]. This standard introduces
two VLAN tags: a primary onefor identifying the given service (Service-VLAN) and a
secondary one customer separation tag (Customer-VLAN). This two level tagging mechanism can be used as the Virtual Path - Virtual Circuit pair in ATM. Since the TE-pipes
are mapped to the Service-VLANs, I will refer to these Service-VLANs as VLAN.
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The Ethernet uses flat addressing method and, therefore, in Metro Networks, the internal
switches should learn the MAC addresses of all other Ethernet equipment including those
in the customers’ LANs. This fact causes huge MAC address tables. In order to limit the
sizes of these tables, the MAC addresses of customers’ equipment should be hidden from
the internal switches of the MAN. For this purpose the IEEE 802.1ah Provider Backbone
Bridges standard [IEEE802.1ah] splits the Ethernet network into customer and provider
domains and in the provider domain the frame forwarding is done using an additional
source-destination MAC address pair. Then, for the internal bridges it is enough to learn
the MAC addresses of the MAN bridges decreasing the sizes of the forwarding tables.
Due to the two-layer MAC address spaces this concept is also known as MAC-in-MAC
encapsulation.

1.2.2 Forwarding and Routing
To keep its simplicity the Ethernet uses a very simple frame forwarding scheme based
on reverse learning of MAC addresses and using broadcast when the direction of the
destination switch is unknown. Obviously, when the topology contains loops, the frames
might travel along this cycle causing infinite loop that deteriorates the performance of the
network.
A trivial solution to avoid this problem is to build strict tree topologies. Obviously, these
tree topologies lack resilience and TE capability, since there are no alternative paths between the node pairs. Although tree topologies are acceptable is LANs, they are not an
option in Metro Environment. Enabling the application of denser topologies a logical
overlay tree is required that is responsible for forwarding the frames (forwarding topology).
The Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) [LSJ98] is the basic bridge protocol developed originally to span a logical forwarding topology in order to avoid loops in the bridged network.
The protocol builds a tree that spans all bridges in the access network and data is propagated along this tree. The links that are not part of the tree are blocked. In case of
failure, the blocked links are activated providing a self-healing restoration mechanism for
the bridged network. The tree-building algorithm works as follows. First, a root bridge
is elected. The bridge with the smallest bridge ID (a unique identifier assigned to the
bridges) will be the root. Then every other switch selects the closest port to the root
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switch as root port. The distance is given by the sum of configurable port cost values
to the root bridge. If a bridge has two equal cost paths to the root, the path offered by
the bridge with lower ID will be selected. Then, all bridges select their designated ports:
these ports provide access to different parts of the access network. These part are interconnected only through the considered switch. The other ports will be blocked to prevent
loops.
The information propagation relies on fix, predefined timers and it is propagated between
the switches and perception of the change of topology is based only on “HELLO” messages. Therefore rebuilding the topology takes considerable time. The main drawback
of this algorithm is that timeouts for fault detection and topology changes are very long.
Furthermore the root switch is used too many times for propagating information.
The Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) [IEEE802.1w] is based on STP and it addresses the main problem of STP which resides in its low speed. RSTP uses proposal
agreement based handshaking mechanism to repair the connectivity in case of failures.
After a port receives the agreement in reply of a proposal sent earlier, it immediately
changes to forwarding state. This handshake propagates quickly towards the edge of
the network and restores connectivity after a topology change. RSTP maintains most of
802.1D parameters and terminology and can interoperate with legacy STPs.
Both the STP and RSTP use a single spanning tree topology over the network, and forwards packets of all VLANs along this tree. In some cases, especially in case of redundant
topologies there may be two or more points in the network connecting the access to the
regional networks. Since the protocol forces the traffic in the direction of the root, not
only the utilization of redundant links is inhibited, but in some cases suboptimal path
selection increases the network load. In order to achieve better network utilization and
load balancing, Per-VLAN Spanning Tree (PVST) protocol defines a separate spanning
tree instance for each VLAN. However, the number of spanning trees required is much
less than the number of VLANs, and also the scalability of the solution yields to a more
adequate solution.
The Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (MSTP) [IEEE802.1s] is a modified, improved version of RSTP. MSTP improves RSTP scalability by aggregating a number of VLAN-based
spanning trees into distinct instances (MST instances or MSTIs), and by running only one
(rapid) spanning tree protocol instance per MSTI. It introduces further improvements: it
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divides the network into regions and several MSTIs may be present on these regions. The
VLANs are uniquely associated with the MST instances inside a region. The regions are
connected through a central spanning tree protocol. The MSTP provides a maximum of 64
MST instances in the domain (network). These MST instances may have different roots
and may follow different paths in the network. Each VLAN in the network may be part of
exactly one MST instance. The desired trees can be achieved by setting appropriately the
bridge and port priorities and port costs for the different MST instances. MSTP regions
may be used to reduce the spanning tree domain. Dividing the network into some smaller
MST regions will limit the impact of the failure to the MST region where it occurs. The
protocol provides the most comprehensive solution, however its operational expenses are
much higher.
Besides the clear advantages, the protocol has an increased complexity and requires each
MST instance to have its own link cost and priority settings. Furthermore, VLANs must
be uniquely associated to MST instances. This task may involve a huge configuration
work, which places a burden on network operators.
Some argue that the spanning tree based forwarding topologies provide suboptimal path
selection. For instance, there are two adjacent bridges; however, the link connecting them
is blocked to avoid loops. Then, the frames flowing between the nodes are forced to a
longer path deteriorating the performance of the whole network. At the same time, if a
switch is the root of a spanning tree, it will usually use the shortest paths to reach the other
nodes. If all switches had own spanning trees the shortest paths would be used to send
frames. This is the main idea behind the IEEE 802.1aq Shortest Path Bridging solution.
However, due to the reverse MAC address learning the protocol must ensure that between
two nodes symmetrical paths should be applied. This requirement requires modifications
of the spanning tree protocols.
Other option to elaborate with the suboptimal path selection resulted by the MSTP is
proposed in the Provider Backbone Transport (PBT) or Provider Backbone Bridges with
TE (PBB-TE) technology. In PBT the frames are forwarded along paths instead of trees
and the selection of the outgoing interface is done based on destination MAC address and
the B-VLAN ID pair. To manage the forwarding tables in the bridges the PBT replaces
the whole MSTP control plane with either a management plane or with other control
planes. For instance the IETF is currently standardizing a Generalized Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (GMPLS) based solution [FSS+ 07].
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However, the advantage of introducing these solutions over MSTP in the assumed network
topologies is relatively small, since the traffic is aggregated to several nodes and treeshaped forwarding topologies are suitable for this purpose.

1.3 Ethernet Based Metro Architecture
The architecture presented in Section 1.1 discusses a general metro network architecture
and it does not take any technological issues and constraints into account: it assumes
only that the underlying technology is able to support the TE pipes concept. At the same
time, Metro Ethernet provides solutions to support QoS, TE, resilience etc. This section
discusses how the QoS architecture can be adapted to Metro Ethernet environment.

1.3.1 QoS in Ethernet Environment
Besides the VLANs, the IEEE 802.1Q standard also adds to the Ethernet frame header 3
priority bits or ‘p-bits’. Using these ‘p-bits’ 8 traffic classes can be differentiated. However, it does not define how the frames belonging to different classes are handled and what
kind of schedulers are considered. The operator has to make this decision. Although 8
traffic classes can be differentiated, for the four service classes defined in Section 1.1 only
four traffic classes are defined.
Nevertheless, most of the IEEE 802.1Q compliant switches implement a quite simple
frame scheduler based on absolute priorities. This means that a strict order of the traffic
classes is defined and the frames are handled based on these priorities. Therefore, in
a switch a frame belonging to a traffic class is not served until there are frames in the
queue, that belong to higher priority classes. In this case, the frames of higher classes can
suppress the lower priority frames causing QoS violation or starvation. These problems
are particularly crucial when more classes with different QoS requirements are given. To
avoid these problems the traffic of higher traffic classes have to be limited.
These limits are described like the capacity constraints. For each traffic class static and
global ratios are given by the operator. Therefore, the traffic belonging to a certain traffic
class must not exceed the predefined limit that is a proportion of the speed of the con-
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sidered link. This dissertation does not cover the discussion of methods for calculating
these class based limits, I considered them as an input parameter given by the network
operators.
Since the TE pipes are a priory defined, they must be routed in the network in such a
way as to meet both the capacity and QoS constraints. After the successful routing of
TE pipes, the traffic marking and shaping functions of the edge nodes keeps the traffic in
the pipe. The excess traffic can be either dropped or remarked and transmitted as Best
Effort (BE) [RCGA04].

1.3.2 VLAN to Pipe Assignment Scenarios
The VLAN concept is a straightforward tool to handle the TE pipes because of the provided traffic separation. The IEEE 802.1ad Q-in-Q solution introduces a two level VLAN
tagging scheme making possible to assign the TE pipes to S-VLANs. However, the exact
method of mapping the pipes to VLANs is not trivial.

1 to 1 assignment schemes
The simplest solution is the one-to-one assignment of VLANs to pipes, i.e., to each pipe
an own VLAN is dedicated. Since the pipes define unicast connections, these VLANs will
be paths in the network: they will surely not contain loops and, therefore, the network can
work without spanning trees. Then the configuration task can be considered as the well
studied constraint based Virtual Private Network design task. However, at most only 4096
pipes can be defined in the network. Although, it seems to be enough in most cases at first
sight, however, the drawbacks are illustrated by an example. Let us assume a network
with 4 ENs and 100 ANs. To define unicast connections between all AN-EN pairs 400
pipes are required. This means that at most only 10 services can be differentiated between
each AN-EN pair. This introduces a critical scalability constraint especially in multiple
service provider environment. Furthermore, if the services are protected, two VLANs are
required for each pipe that further halves the number of services to be differentiated.
To increase scalability, a possible solution is not to differentiate the services in the pipes,
i.e., the traffic of all services are transmitted in the same pipe, however, this approach
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decreases the TE capabilities since all the traffic belonging to a pipe must be routed on
the same path. Moreover, traffic of more different services are aggregated making much
harder to provide the QoS requirements.
An other option is the multiple use of the VLAN IDs. The only requirement to be fulfilled is that the two VLAN paths having the same IDs must not have common switches.
Theoretically, it is an acceptable solution, however, it raises a practical problem: the two
VLAN paths with the same ID can carry different services, so the VLAN ID does not
identifies either the endpoints or even the provided service itself! This makes this solution not applicable.

1 to N assignment schemes
The idea behind this approach is that more TE pipes having the same EN are combined
into the same VLAN. Here, the VLAN IDs identify the service and the EN from which
the service is provided. Considering the above example, by grouping the pipes, those start
from the same EN and belong to the same service, the maximal number of differentiated
services increases from 10 to 1000 resulting in a more scalable approach. Then, the
VLANs become multipoint-to-point channels; therefore, loops may be formed in them.
The first approach applies spanning trees to break the unwanted loops. To implement TE
the shapes of the tree instances have to be influenced through adjusting the port cost sets
and assigning them to the VLANs, while the VLANs are used only to limit the traffic to a
certain part of the network. Two options are defined to support resilience:

1. during the calculation of port cost sets different failure scenarios are also considered, or
2. two VLANs are defined and in case of failure the border nodes switch between the
VLANs.

The main drawbacks of this approach are that 64 tree instances are allowed and the recovery times of the trees do not enable carrier grade availability. A logical choice is not
to use the tree instances. This approach is followed for instance in [FTAW05]. In this
case, nevertheless, the VLANs are planned to form trees. Protection also can be realized
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by VLAN switching. In the point of view of finding the optimal configuration both approaches has the same structure, therefore, the models and algorithms to be proposed in
this dissertation can be applied for both schemes.

1.4 TE algorithms state-of-the-art
The legacy standards define a default port cost set based on the link speeds as shown in
Table 1.2: the higher the link speed is, the lower cost is considered. Since the MSTP
attempts to minimize the total cost of the tree, it prefers links having higher speeds. Still
this cost set has a tremendous drawback; it does not reflect the network state at all: The
trees are constructed considering only the topology and link speeds without investigating
the distribution of the traffic to be transmitted in the network. This concept is called
“Topology-driven” tree construction. On the contrary, if the traffic was considered when
the port cost were determined, a Traffic Engineered network would be resulted. The
recent researches show this direction: their goal is to further improve the legacy IEEE
802 standard by extending or modifying its capabilities.
Link Speed

Port Cost

4 Mbps

250

10 Mbps

100

16 Mbps

62

100 Mbps

19

1 Gbps

4

10 Gbps

2

Table 1.2: Link speed based port costs for default MSTP[LSJ98]
The SmartBridge protocol solves the problem of congestion by routing the frames using
shortest paths instead of relying on spanning trees [RTA00].
The [LLN02] proposes a novel bridge protocol that attempts to find and forward frames
over alternate paths that are shorter than their corresponding tree paths on the standard
spanning tree, and makes use of the standard spanning tree for default forwarding. However, this protocol does not consider the QoS requirements when the alternate paths are
sought.
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In [LYD+ 03b] an enhancement to the MSTP protocol is proposed that dynamically modifies the MSTP port cost sets based on measured traffic parameters. It also proposes a
traffic class based and static VLAN-to-MST instance assigning scheme. Through this
modification they achieved that the trees are changed in case of extreme congestion.
[LYD+ 03a] proposes a bridge ID scheme which is used in Multiple STP instance to provide the efficient building method of MST instances for QoS and load balancing.
An other approach is to replace the spanning tree based forwarding with link state protocols while the multicast capability of ethernet is kept [Per04].
Unlike the previous research direction, vast numbers of researchers aim to design whole
network architectures that apply the MSTP protocol and achieve the demanded carrier
grade services via substituting the standard based methods with improved ones.
Srikant Sharma et al. propose the Virtual LAN Cluster Networking (VIKING) concept
[SGNcC04]. Viking assumes an entire architecture keeping the Traffic Engineering and
resilience in view. It combines the VLAN and MSTP technologies: it is based on them
but it does not make any modifications on either of the technologies. It also proposes
an algorithm that is able to calculate the alternate paths (to realize protection) and tree
instances off-line and periodically reconfigures the network based on the results of the
algorithm. Although Viking is a whole concept including architectural, technological
and implementation proposals, it suffers from a technological and theoretical drawbacks.
First, the Viking system does not take the issues of QoS into account. Besides, the proposed algorithm is not proven to provide optimal or near to optimal solution in terms of
minimizing the allocated network resources, the spare capacity etc.

1.5 Motivations and Goals
The solutions provided so far cover only parts of the problem discussed in previous section. Therefore, my dissertation is devoted to developing efficient traffic engineering
algorithms that consider not only bandwidth constraints, but they also fulfill QoS and
availability requirements. The proposed methods assume the architecture introduced in
Section 1.1, and they are based on pure Ethernet transport. Therefore, the problem can be
stated as follows:
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The goal of the proposed algorithms is efficient resource allocation in Metro
Ethernet networks by defining spanning tree instances and assigning the TE
pipes to these tree instances while the given constraints (bandwidth, QoS,
protection) are guaranteed.

To achieve this goal three major research goals are defined:

1. Identification of the goals and issues of traffic engineering and the formalization of
these aims as an Integer Linear Program that provides optimal solution.
2. Investigation of the applicability of traffic engineering in typical metro Ethernet
topologies with the help of this formal model. Further aim is the adaptation of several protection schemes, such as dedicated and shared protection, and the discussion
of their applicability in the model.
3. Proposal of scalable algorithms in order to efficiently implement TE, in other words,
the determination of near optimal solutions within acceptable time constraints. The
improvement of the proposed heuristic algorithms in order to exploit statistical multiplexing gain.

The dissertation is organized as follows. First, in the next chapter an evaluation framework
is presented, where the assumed topology cases and traffics are detailed. Besides, the
performance metrics are also defined. Chapter 3 discusses the first two goals and details
an ILP based method that is able to find the solutions that allocates the less amount of
capacity. The proposal of scalable algorithm for the third goal is done in Chapter 4.

Chapter 2
Evaluation Framework
The performance of the proposed Metro Ethernet traffic engineering methods is evaluated
through extensive simulations. Since the assumed environment is the same in all cases,
before detailing the solutions the simulation framework is discussed in this Chapter. During the design of the simulation framework the scenarios are based on real life scenarios
and architectures/models presented Chapter 1.

2.1 Investigated Topologies
Metropolitan Access Networks usually follow the identical structure. They are divided
into a central core part and several aggregation parts. The task of the core part is to
transmit the traffic of the aggregation parts toward the edge nodes. The shape of a core
part is usually one or more interconnected rings that are formed by high capacity switches
and high speed links.
The aggregation parts concentrate the traffic of several dozens or hundreds of Access
Nodes to several internal switches, those are connected to the core rings. Traditionally
the access parts have sparse topologies, since the cost of building the interconnections
are high. Traditionally, the aggregation parts are trees minimizing the costs, however,
they lack of resilience and cannot be traffic engineered. To introduce resilience and traffic engineering capabilities, denser topologies are required that increase the costs of the
network, unfortunately. Besides the tree topologies, rings or dual homing structures are
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Figure 2.1: Tree-Ring Topologies: The Access Nodes (ANs) are connected to the core
through tree and ring aggregation.
commonly deployed [CS06] as an acceptable tradeoff between the capabilities and the
building costs.

2.1.1 Tree-Ring Topologies
This class of topologies considers the traditional aggregation part construction schemes.
Pairs of switches in the core ring are interconnected through an arc. Several internal
switches, which aggregate the traffic of more Access Nodes (ANs), are also hung on
these arcs. Groups of ANs are connected to these internal switches with trees. Then, the
whole tree can be substituted with a single link that interconnects the root node of the
original tree and a “virtual” AN. All the traffic demands formerly started from any of the
ANs of the original tree are assigned to this virtual AN.
Based on the guidelines presented above, I have constructed two topologies as it can
be seen in Figure 2.1. Both topologies have the same core part and each link has 10
Gbps bandwidth (the links are 10GbE ones), while the number and the structure of the
aggregation parts are different. In the aggregation part the “virtual” ANs are connected
to the internal switches with GbE links. The capacity of the arcs is adjusted in such way
that they are just able to serve the traffic of the ANs, thus the capacity of GbE channels
in an arc is the half of the number of the ANs served by the considered arc. For instance
in Small Tree-Ring Topology (STRT) (Figure 2.1(a)) the lower arc is formed by 4 GbE
links. The IEEE 802.3ad Link Aggregation [IEEE802.3ad] allows the combination of
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Figure 2.2: Dual Homing Topologies: The ANs are connected to the core through dual
homing aggregation.
these GbE links into a single virtual link having 4 Gbps of bandwidth. Therefore, the four
links are defined by a single link.

2.1.2 Dual Homing Topologies
The obvious drawback of the Tree-Ring construction is the poor TE and resilience capabilities. To solve this problem the second topology class is based on the dual homing
structure. The switches of aggregation parts are organized in layers. The layers can be
expressed as the distance measured by the number of hops from the core part. The access
nodes are placed at the bottom layer, and the uppermost layer is formed by the switches
that interconnect the core and aggregation parts. The concept of dual homing structure is
quite simple. Each node in a layer is connected to not only one, but two nodes in the upper
layer. Therefore, when a link fails in the aggregation part, there will be an alternative path
to the core ring. This results in a resilient network, while the alternative paths also allow
Traffic Engineering.
I have constructed three different topologies based on the previous guidelines as shown
in Figure 2.2. The core parts in all three cases are the same. They are formed of four
switches interconnected into a high-speed ring, where GbE connections are considered.
The two Edge Nodes (EN) are connected to two ring nodes to support resilience and TE.
The difference of the topologies is the number of attached aggregation parts, although
these parts are constructed the same way. At the bottom layer there are four Access Nodes
(ANs). Each of them are connected to the two internal switches using dual homing. These
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internal nodes are also connected to two core rings assuming dual homing again. The links
in the aggregation parts are 100 Mbps ones by default.

2.2 Traffic Model
Since the TE pipes are defined a priori, the bandwidth requirements of the TE pipes are
defined based on the long term requirements of the expected aggregated traffic. The traffic
is characterized with a limit that cannot be exceeded. This limit is called peak rate or size.
Then, a traffic demand defines all the parameters required to describe a TE pipe, thus, each
demand has three parameters. The source and target describe the endpoints of the pipe:
the AN will be the source, while the EN will be target of a demand. The maximal amounts
of traffic transmitted “upstream” and “downstream” are denoted by two size parameters.
For every traffic class homogenous traffic is generated, i.e., roughly the same traffic is
expected at the Access Nodes for each traffic class. At the same time, in different traffic
classes different amount of traffic is assumed. Therefore, the sizes of the traffic demands
depend on two factors.

Traffic Class Multiplicator (T CM) describes that different amount of traffic is assumed
for the different classes. The amount of traffic of a certain traffic class is expressed
as a ratio of the actual traffic and the Real Time classes. The defined ratios are in
Table 2.1. For instance T CMstreaming is set to 4 which means that I assume four
times more traffic in streaming class than in real time class. The table also shows
the ratios of the traffic classes compared to the overall traffic.
Global Traffic Level (GT L) is used to describe the overall traffic level in the network.
The higher GT L is the more traffic is assumed to be transmitted. This parameter
also refers to the throughput of the network.

Therefore, the size of a traffic demand for traffic class i is generated randomly with Gaussian distribution where the mean value is the product of the GT L and T CMi , while a
moderate variance is selected. For each traffic class between every pairs of ANs and ENs
one traffic demand is generated.
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Table 2.1: Selected Traffic Class Multiplicator (T CM) values.
Class name
Real Time Streaming Transactional Best Effort
T CMi

1

4

9

16

Ratio of total traffic

3%

13%

30%

54%

2.3 Metrics
To evaluate the proposed methods and algorithms several different key metrics are defined. All these metrics are selected keeping the most important properties of the algorithms in view.

Performance Metric: Achievable Throughput
From the point of view of the network operator, the most important question is how many
customers can the network serve without violating the given requirements. The more demands can be transmitted at the same time, the higher income can the network provider
realize. Therefore, the achievable throughput is among the most important criteria. However, as the importance of value added applications grows, the requirement of not violating
the QoS becomes more crucial.
The achievable throughput is measured via scaling up the traffic while the space and class
distribution of the traffic are kept. The GTL parameter is suitable for this purpose: the
maximal value of the GT L estimates well the achievable throughput. Therefore, the task
is to maximize the GT L until the scaled traffic demand set can be routed over the topology. The value of the GT L; however, has no direct information about the throughput;
therefore, this latter value is calculated and considered during the evaluations. The maximal throughput, therefore, is determined in two ways.
Fair achievable throughput: It is the default version, where the ratios of the demand
sizes are kept.
Greedy achievable throughput: Here, starvation of several demands is allowed to increase the total throughput.
Generally, I will consider the first variant. In those cases, it will be referred simply as
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achievable throughput.

Efficiency Metrics: Load and Path Lengths
Beside the performance, an important characteristic of the algorithms is the efficiency
in terms of allocated capacities for all traffic and for backup. Obviously, this metrics
highly depends on the throughput parameter; nevertheless, it is investigated in case of
maximal GTL values. The total allocated capacity or total load refers to the sum of
allocated bandwidth on all links in the network, while the spare or backup capacity is
the capacity allocated and devoted to provide the fault tolerance. To evaluate the efficacy
of the protection schemes the ratio of the spare and working capacity is an important
characteristic.
The less capacity is consumed when as short as possible paths are defined; however,
if several TE pipes were detoured on longer paths, higher throughput would be realized.
Seeking after shorter paths to increase the efficiency may result in decreased performance.
Thus, a further but less important efficiency metric is the lengths of the working and
backup paths defined for the TE pipes.

Scalability: Running time
The configuration scheme drawn in previous chapter has off-line nature, i.e., the TE pipes
are calculated in advance and the network configuration information is distributed after
solving the problem. This concept allows us to apply complex algorithms that surely find
near optimal or even optimal solutions. Nevertheless, loose time constraints still exist,
since the operator does not have days or weeks to calculate a single solution. These
constraints become more important when the network would be periodically reconfigured
to react to the changes of the network traffic. That is why I select the running time
as a performance metric. Obviously, the measured running times highly depend on the
computational capacity of the computer on which the simulations were performed. For
simulation a Linux based server with Dual AMD Opteron 246 (2000 MHz) processors
were used.

Chapter 3
QoS Aware Spanning Tree Optimization
The traditional STP and MSTP are “topology driven”, i.e., the trees are built up based only
on the topology information. The drawback of this approach is that if there are alternative
paths to the same destination, traffic will not be distributed among them and all the trees
will be routed through the bridge with the smallest ID value. In contrast to the topology
driven approach, I assume a Traffic Engineering method to build up the trees and assign
the VLANs in “traffic driven” manner where the goal is to optimize VLAN assignments
and trees ensuring QoS requirements and network utilizations.
This method has two major steps. First, based on the traffic matrices given by the operator
a solution is calculated using optimization methods. As a result, the paths for TE pipes, the
spanned tree instances and an assignment between TE pipes (VLANs) and tree instances
are given. Based on the result of this optimization, port costs for each tree instances are
as follows: the same low link weights to edges to be used by the considered tree instance
while the same high weights to edges not to be used. Let the cost of a used link be 1.0.
Then, what cost values must be set to the unused links? Each MST instance defines a
spanning tree, i.e., there is only one route from the considered node to the root. To ensure
the selection of the wanted links, a rational lower bound for the cost of unused links is
the total cost of the longest available tree route plus 1.0, since the considered tree route
will be selected if there are no other routes having smaller total cost. It is proven that the
longest path in a graph must have less edges than the total number of graph edges |E|.
Therefore, the cost of such path is (|E| − 1) · 1.0. Let us assume that the unwanted route
is formed by only one edge. To avoid the usage of this non-selected edge its cost must be
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at least (|E| − 1) · 1.0 + 1. Therefore, setting the unused edge to |E| ensures that the tree
will follow the required shape.

3.1 Problem Formulation
Let us assume that the network is modeled as a directed graph G(N, L, B), where N is
the set of nodes where the Ethernet bridges are placed, L is the set of links connecting
the nodes. A link l ∈ L is defined with its endpoints l = (i, j) where the endpoint
i is the source and j is the target graph node i, j ∈ N. Each physical connection is
described with two antiparallel links (edge). The set B describes the bandwidth (capacity)
installed between two nodes Bij ∈ B. Symmetrical and full duplex links are assumed,
i.e., the available bandwidth is the same in both directions: Bij = Bji . The backplane
speed of switches are not considered here, since I assume that the backplane capacity of
a switch is enough to serve the arriving traffic, thus, the backplane capacity is assumed to
be practically infinite.
The demands, which describe the TE pipes, belong to different traffic classes c ∈ C
specifying different requirements. Based on the considerations discussed in Section 1.3.1
for the four services for 4 traffic classes are defined: Real Time (RT), Streaming, Transactional and Best Effort (BE). For all four classes global and static bounds on link speed
basis are defined. The assumed ratios are hypothetical ones. QoS provisioning must make
sure that the QoS traffic of a given class never exceeds its percentage on any link (see Table 3.1). As it can be seen, the Best Effort traffic has 100% resource ratio, i.e., it can use
the whole bandwidth of a link, because this class has the lowest priority and the only QoS
constraint is to provide the required bandwidth for the TE pipes.
Since the longer paths result in higher delays, it is important to control the path lengths
during the optimization. For this purpose path length penalty weights (w i ) are associated
to the links as shown in the last column in Table 3.1. The values of these weights are
based on the traffic classes.
The traffic demands (o ∈ O) describe the TE pipes to be laid in the network. Due to the
scenario presented in Chapter 1 the TE pipes carry traffic between the border nodes (ANs
and ENs) of the network. Direct communication between two ANs in the Ethernet domain
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ID

Name

Resource Ratio Available capacity

Path length

on a GbE link

penalty weight

1

Real Time

β 1 = 10%

≤ 100 Mbps

w1 = 4

2

Streaming

β 2 = 20%

≤ 200 Mbps

w2 = 3

3

Transactional

β 3 = 30%

≤ 300 Mbps

w3 = 2

4

Best Effort

β 4 = 100%

up to 1 Gbps

w4 = 1

Table 3.1: The traffic (QoS) classes

must be performed through one of the ENs because of administration and billing issues.
Here, I made two assumptions: unicast TE pipes are to be installed and the same amount
of bandwidth has to be allocated in both directions. Because of the tree constraints, the
demands are routed from the ANs to the ENs: the ANs will be the source of the demands
s(o) and the destinations t(o) will be the ENs. Although, the demands are directed the
same required bandwidth (bo ) will be allocated both upstream and downstream. Asymmetric demands, which have different bandwidths in different directions, can be easily
dealt through a minor modification of the model. Instead of one bandwidth parameter
(bo ) two descriptors are given describing the required bandwidth both upstream (boup ) and
downstream (bodown ).
The trees in an STP or MSTP based Ethernet network are responsible for routing the
traffic in the network: a frame can be forwarded only along the tree to which the frame is
assigned. So, let T be the set of trees and ti ∈ T be the ith tree instance. Since the traffic
flows between the ANs and ENs while the direct traffic between the ANs has to be routed
through the ENs, placing the roots of the trees at the Edge Nodes (ENs) (roott ∈ EN)
is an obvious selection. Moreover, this selection of the roots does not deteriorate the
performance of the network, although the AN-AN traffic is routed on much longer paths
than the optimal ones, it is only a small ratio of the overall traffic. Then, the ANs will be
the leave nodes of the tree (leavest ⊂ AN). All the nodes that are neither roots nor leaves
are referred to as intermediate nodes. The MST P requires unique VLAN assignment to
the tree instances. If only one tree is placed at each EN, the TE pipe (VLAN) assignment
is straightforward. If more than one tree originates from the same “root” node, the traffic
demands should be distributed among the tree instances. For better TE this assignment
should be optimized.
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The input, therefore, consists of:
• the physical topology (set of nodes N and links E, the capacity of the edges B),
• the set of trees to be spanned in the network (T ) those roots are also defined, and
• the traffic model that is the set of:
– Description of the traffic classes (C): the capacity ratios (β c ) and path length
priorities (w c ) are defined for each class c ∈ C.
– The sets of traffic demands belonging to a certain traffic class (O c ). Note that,
the set of all demands O can be easily constructed based on these sets (O =
S
T
c
c
c∈C O ) and a demand must not belong to two traffic classes ( c∈C O = 0).

– Descriptor of each demand o that contains source and target nodes (s(o) and
t(o)) and bandwidth requirement (bo )

The obtained result will be formed by the shapes of the tree instances (which links are
used by a certain tree) and the exact assignment of the traffic demands of these trees.
Several statistics can be calculated using the result like the link utilization parameters.

3.2 Integer Linear Program Formulation for Tree Optimization
After the exact definition of the problem in this section a mathematical model is detailed
for the issue of traffic engineered Metro Ethernet configuration task is formulated as an
optimization problem that is modeled with the help of binary variables.
During the optimization two subtasks have to be solved. First the trees must be spanned
in the network, i.e., a set of used links must be defined for each tree instance. For this
purpose binary variables are proposed expressing the assignment between a link and a
tree instance. So, let ylt be 1 if and only if tree t ∈ T uses link l ∈ E.
A further issue is to formulate traffic demands. First the assignment of the tree instances
and the traffic demands must be defined and, second we must ensure that the capacity and
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QoS limits will not be violated. To handle all these requirements, variable xo,t
l is proposed
and it is set to 1 if and only if demand o ∈ O uses tree t ∈ T on link l ∈ E. Since a
demand cannot use arbitrary tree instance, the set of the usable trees are calculated for
each demand (t(o)).
After defining the variables an objective function of these variables is constructed that
defines “cost” of a particular solution. To describe the requirements of a feasible solution
series of constraints are defined.
The aim of the objective function is to define a “cost” for the obtained solutions and to
help selecting the best one. Two reasonable cost types are defined: the number of links
used by tree instances and the total amount of allocated capacity. Since the two cost
types obtain the exact values from different domains the costs are normalized by the link
capacity (Bij ). The weight parameter α, where 0 < α ≤ 1, is used to set the preference:
rather minimize the number of links used by a tree (for larger α) or to minimize the total
capacity used (for smaller α). w o is used to make even shorter paths for demands of
higher priority. Due to topology limitations w o has occasionally no effect at all. Then, the
objective of the optimization is to minimize the linear combination of the two cost types
defined above:

min

X

∀(i,j)∈E

"

1
α
yijt + (1 − α)
Bij
∀t∈T
X

Capacity Constraints (∀(i, j) ∈ E)

X

∀o∈O,∀t∈T

o
w oxo,t
ij b

#

(3.1)

The first group of equations ensures that the ca-

pacity allocated over a link does not exceed the capacity of the considered link. Since
the QoS requirements are described as an upper bound for the available capacity, the QoS
constraints can be described as capacity-like rules. Therefore similar capacity constraints
are given for each class guaranteeing that each class uses only its dedicated resources.
Equations 3.2–3.4 state that the total bandwidth allocated for the demands that belong to
a certain traffic class and use the actual link, is smaller than the capacity bound defined for
that class. The best effort (BE) traffic may use any resources that are not used by higher
classes, therefore the traffic of all the demands are summed up including BE traffic and
they are forced to fit into the link capacity (Equation 3.5).
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X

∀o∈O 1 ,∀t∈T

X

∀o∈O 2 ,∀t∈T

X

∀o∈O 3 ,∀t∈T

X

∀o∈O,∀t∈T

 o
o,t
xo,t
≤ β 1 · Bij
ij + xji b

o,t  o
xo,t
≤ β 2 · Bij
ij + xji b

o,t  o
xo,t
≤ β 3 · Bij
ij + xji b

o,t  o
xo,t
≤ Bij
ij + xji b

(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)

Although the demands are directed, their bandwidth have to be allocated in both direco,t
tions. Thus, these constraints are defined for both directions (xo,t
ij and xji ).

Flow Conservation (∀o ∈ O, ∀i ∈ N)

The flow conservation constraints guarantee

that a demand goes from its source to its destination, and if it enters any other node it
has to leave it as well. However, the TE pipe to tree assignment is also realized here,
thus, the flow constraints have to be given for all tree instances that can be assigned to a
certain demand (Eq. 3.8). The selection of the used tree is performed at the source and
destination nodes (Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7). In the equations N i→ and N →i variables denotes
the sets of next and previous nodes, i.e., the sets of adjancent nodes over an incoming or
an outgoing graph edge.

X

t∈t(o)

X

(

X

(

xo,t
ki ) = 1,

if i = s(o)

(3.6)

if i = d(o),

(3.7)

xo,t
ki = 0, ∀t ∈ t(o), otherwise.

(3.8)

∀j∈N i→

∀k∈N →i

X

X

xo,t
ij −

∀j∈N i→

xo,t
ij −

xo,t
ki ) = −1,

∀k∈N →i

t∈t(o) ∀j∈N i→

X

X

xo,t
ij −

X

∀k∈N →i

Demand – tree mapping constraints

(∀l ∈ E, ∀o ∈ O, ∀t ∈ t(o)) This rule creates

connection between the demand flow (x) and the tree descriptor (y) variables. It states
that a demand can be carried over a link only if the tree, that is assigned to the demand,
is also set up over the link. This ensures that a demand will not use a link that is not used
by the tree assigned to the demand.
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xo,t
≤ ylt .
l

Tree conservation constraints
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(3.9)

These constraints are responsible for shaping the tree

instances. The edges in a tree are directed towards its root. Therefore, at each node except
the root the tree can use exactly one outgoing edge, otherwise a loop can be formed. At
the root node none of the outgoing edges can be active, since if there was an outgoing
edge, the considered node would not be the root. It is described with rule (3.10):

X

yijt

∀j∈N i→

(

≤ 1 otherwise
= 0 if i is root of t

∀i ∈ N and t ∈ T.

(3.10)

However, the above constraint does not ensure that a proper tree would be defined: it is
possible, that a forest (more disjoint trees) is spanned instead of a single tree. To avoid
it tree continuity constraints are to be given. First, at all nodes except the root of the tree
an incoming edge can be used only if any of the outgoing ones are also used (3.11). At
the same time an outgoing edge of a node except the leaves can be used only if any of the
incoming edges are also used (3.12).

t
yki
≤

X

yijt

∀k ∈ V →i, ∀i ∈ N \ {roott }, ∀t ∈ T

(3.11)

∀k ∈ V i→ , ∀i ∈ N \ {leavest }, ∀t ∈ T

(3.12)

∀j∈N i→

yijt ≤

X

t
yki

∀j∈N →i

Considered Optimization Cases
The above discussed generic ILP formulation covers a wide area of optimization cases.
The problem size highly depends on three parameters: the size of the topology, the number
of demands (TE pipes) and the number of tree instances. Due to complexity consideration
the following three cases are considered only:
Optimized Spanning Tree Protocol (ST PILP ): Here, a sole tree is assumed, however,
instead of the topology driven approach I assume a traffic driven one by using the
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ILP model with parameter selection |T | = 1. This implies that all traffic demands
are carried over the same tree instance. This solution has very limited TE capabilities, so it is mainly considered as a reference.
Optimized MSTP with 1 tree per root (MST PILP ): The MSTP extends the available
number of tree instances and several MSTIs can be placed at the ENs. In this
case, only one MSTI per EN is assumed. The TE pipes can be unambiguously
assigned to the MSTIs, since the destination of a demand, which is an EN, selects
one MSTI. This assumption results in a simplification of the model, however, the
TE pipes having the same endpoints have to be routed on the same path to avoid
loops, because they are assigned to the same MSTI (they terminate at the same EN).
This fact may deteriorate the TE capability.
Optimized MSTP with 2 trees per root (MST PILP 2 ): This extension of the previous
case allows not only one but two or more MSTIs per EN. Since more trees are
allowed the TE pipes having common endpoints can be routed on different paths,
that improves the TE capability compared to the MST PILP case. Obviously, the
more trees are allowed, the larger problem state space we obtain that dramatically
increases the running times. During the simulations 2 tree instances per EN are
considered. Allowing more tree instances would result in only a slight improvement
of TE capabilities, due to the limited number of alternative path.

3.2.1 Performance Evaluation
The first simulations focus on the investigation of the “traffic driven” tree optimization
concept. The considered topologies are presented earlier in Section 2.1. During these
simulations the Dual Homing topologies are applied, since they have better TE capabilities than the tree based topologies.
The performance evaluation is conducted through simulations that were discussed in
Chapter 2 on page 16. I have compared the three optimization cases defined above. As a
reference I consider the “topology driven” ST P and MST P – both methods use the port
cost sets defined by standard. In ST P case obviously a tree is assumed and all demands
are assigned to this tree. In MST P case several trees are defined, one for each Edge
Node. The demands, which terminate at the same Edge Node, are assigned to a common
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tree instance. Both reference methods consider the default port cost sets (for details see
Table 1.2 on page 13). Therefore, defining more tree instances per EN for MST P case
is meaningless, since all trees would form in the same way. Any modification of the port
costs is supposed to be a result of an optimization task even it seems to be a simple rule
of thumb.

Performance: Achieved Throughput
Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) depict the total fair and greedy throughput for the small and
medium dual homing topologies, respectively. They clearly show the dramatically increased throughput produced by optimization. The difference between MST PILP 1 and
MST P is a factor of 2 for both results, while between MST PILP 1 and MST PILP 2 is
negligible.
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(a) Small Dual Homing Topology (SDHT)

STP

MSTP

STP-ILP

MSTP-ILP

(b) Medium Dual Homing Topology (MDHT)

Figure 3.1: Achieved throughput of “Traffic-driven” tree optimization over dual homing
topologies
The causes of this remarkable result are presented through the analysis of an individual solutions resulted by the “topology driven” MSTP and the proposed optimization framework
(MST PILP ). The advantage of MSTP over STP is trivial: using more trees also uses the
redundant links. However, the MSTP has remained topology-driven, and it aggregates the
traffic of all the access nodes to a single node in the aggregation (see Figure 3.2(a)) and
the dual homing structure is not used at all. The problem lies in the used port costs: both
nodes in the aggregation promote the same distance to the route and all access nodes have
the same distance to these internal nodes. Therefore each access node selects the switch
which has the lowest ID. This results in a bottleneck on the uplink of the aggregation
bridge.
If we modify the port costs considering the results of the proposed optimization we can
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distribute the access nodes between the two switches as shown in Figure 3.2(b). In this
case traffic is distributed between two bridges using 2 uplinks, more precisely, the bottleneck will be the two uplinks together. So, the capacity of this bottleneck will be the sum
of capacities of the two links. Note that, although this sample seems to be simple enough
to calculate it the optimal solution manually, the proposed optimization framework works
well on larger and more complex topologies.

EN

EN

EN

EN

AN

AN

AN
AN

AN

AN

AN

AN

AN
AN

AN

AN
AN

AN

(a) The topology driven tree

AN

AN

(b) The traffic driven tree

Figure 3.2: A spanning tree determined by topology and traffic driven way over a Medium
Dual Homing Topology (MDHT).
These results show that the network topologies, the link capacities and the places of bottlenecks determine the available throughput according to the result obtained. To validate
it two further test cases were derived from the Medium Dual Homing Topology (MDHT):
the capacity restricted one (the core part links are set to 400 Mbps) and high bandwidth
one (all links are set to 1Gbps).
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Figure 3.3: The throughput provided by ”Traffic-driven” optimization when link capacities are changed (MDHT)
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The results are shown in Figure 3.3. As one can see the throughput of the simple and the
optimized MST P s compared to ST P are twofold and fourfold again, only the performance of the optimized ST P fluctuates between ST P and MST PILP 1 . This shows that
the performance of the ST PILP highly depends on the place of the bottlenecks.

Efficiency: Used Network Resources
The allocated capacity in the network is influenced by the offered load and by the length of
the paths used for transmission. To characterize the effectiveness of the methods, i.e., how
much capacity is allocated to transmit the traffic, two further measures are introduced:
average used link utilization and maximal link utilization.
Table 3.2: The total used capacity, the link utilizations and the lengths of paths in Medium
Dual Homing Topology case.
Methods
Throughput Total used
gain

Link utils

Ave. path length

[%]

per QoS class

capacity

[Mbps] Ave. Max. Platinum Gold Silver

BE

ST P

1x

898.898

32

100

4.50

4.50

4.50

4.50

ST Popt

2x

1997.572 54

100

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

MST P

2x

1198.455 44

100

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

MST PILP

4x

2397.862 73

100

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

Table 3.2 shows the total amount of allocated network resources, the average and maximal link utilizations, and the average path lengths for each traffic classes. Besides, the
throughput gains of the methods are also shown in the table. First, it can be seen that
if the only tree of the ST P is optimized to achieve the double throughput, the allocated
capacity also doubles. At the same time the paths become longer, their average lengths
change from 4.5 to 5.0 hops. This means longer routes that also increase the allocated
capacity. The cause of these longer path is simple: only one tree is in the network placed
at one of the Edge Nodes. Therefore, to reach the other EN the traffic have to be routed
through the root.
On the contrary, using MST P without optimization doubles the throughput while it requires 33% more capacity. It is obvious, since the paths are significantly shorter (average
length is 3.0) compared to the ST P (4.5), although they provide larger bandwidth. The
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average link utilization also shows the increased efficiency of resource usage: the average
utilization in case of MST P is 44% while in case of ST P it is just 32%.
Previously I have shown that the throughput of MST P can be doubled through the optimization of the trees. However, how does it influence the amount of allocated capacities
and its efficacy? The MST PILP 1 allocates twice more capacity than the plain MST P
as it can be seen on Table 3.2. At the same time, the lengths of the paths do not change
at all! The average link utilization also increases to 73%. These results show that, the
throughput gain is achieved by selecting more “clever” routes. Note that, the maximal
link utilization is 100% in all cases, i.e. the traffic is scaled until a bottleneck comes up.

Investigating Non-Dual Homing Topologies
High optimization gain achieved by the traffic-driven optimization is measured in dual
homing structures and I showed that this gain is due to the better level of load sharing.
However, how much gain we have when the topology does not follow the dual homing
structure?
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Figure 3.4: Achieved Throughput of the “Traffic-driven” tree optimization method
MST PILP compared to the “Topology-driven” methods.
Here, I extend the investigation considering more different topologies. Figure 3.4 shows
the relative available throughput on different investigated topologies. At first sight, the
results have great dispersion. Contrary to the dual homing cases, the considered treering topologies result roughly 35–70% larger throughput compared to the topology-driven
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methods. This fact prompts us again that available throughput is connected with the
topology and with the places of the bottleneck. More precisely, the throughput depends
on the capacity of the minimal access–edge cut of the network and on that the “topologydriven” tree definition method can cover all edges of the cut or not. When it covers, the
optimal solution coincide with the topology-driven solution. But a tiny modification of
the topology introduces optimization gain.

3.3 Resilient Tree Optimization
Resilience is the ability of a network to recover from a failure: a resilient network is able
to return to normal operation soon after a failure occurs. In Metropolitan Area Networks
this capability is not less important than the QoS and TE. To improve the reliability of the
networks, i.e. to support the required QoS after for instance a link failure, the operator
can select among several approaches.

3.3.1 Resilience Options in Ethernet
Restoration relying on RSTP recovering
The Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol — and the Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol as well
— has powerful abilities to provide restoration. The tree instances are able to detect the
topology changes and recovering by activating the blocked ports. This means that in case
of a failure the trees will be reshaped if there are available alternate paths in the network.
However, the recovery time (the time between a network failure and the point at which
the tree is recovered) ranges from an idealistic 50 milliseconds to the realistic hundreds
of milliseconds or seconds, which is not adequate for providing carrier grade services.
Even though this recovery time is enough for several applications; neither the bandwidth
nor the QoS are guaranteed after the recovery using the standard based default port costs
sets. Although the shape of the tree can be influenced by an appropriate port cost set, an
ambiguous cost set must be defined independently of the failure scenario. This approach
would be an adequate solution for networks, where high reliability is not a requirement.
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Protection using alternative Ethernet Protocols
Several vendors and the IEEE realize the resilience issues of RSTP and proposes substitute protocols. The Link Aggregation in IEEE 802.3ad enables bundling several links
between two bridges into a single virtual one. By laying these links in different physical
direction, the link aggregation is widely used for protection against link failures because
if one of these links fails the others remain available. Thus, the virtual link still operates
but provides less bandwidth (that may affect the QoS).
The Ethernet Automatic Protection Switching (EAPS)[RFC3619] technology increases
the availability and robustness of Ethernet rings. An Ethernet ring built using EAPS can
have availability comparable to that provided by SDH/SONET rings, at a lower cost and
with fewer constraints (e.g., on ring size). It does not limit the number of nodes in the
ring, and the convergence time is independent of the number of nodes; however, this
technology works well only in ring topologies.
IEEE defined another standard, the 802.17 Resilient Packet Ring (RPR)[IEEE802.17] for
enhancing resilience of Ethernet networks. Just as its name implies, RPR is designed for
ring topologies carrying packets, but with the same resilience attributes as of a typical
SDH/SONET ring. This technology is new, and it is not yet widely deployed. Scaled
for larger deployments, the industry expectation is that while RPR will become one of
the most widely used IP networking tools, it is unlikely to be economically viable for all
network sizes and application types.

Protection based on VLAN switching
A suitable alternative to the RSTP restoration is the VLAN switching concept [ITU-G8031].
The idea behind this concept is to assign not only one but two VLANs to a TE pipe. During normal operation the frames belonging to the TE pipe is tagged with the primary
VLAN and the secondary VLAN transmits traffic only when a link failure affects the
used VLAN.
This reconfiguration in the border nodes takes almost negligible time; therefore, the
restoration time will highly depend on the failure detection and notification method;
however, this dissertation does not cover the effect of the application of different fail-
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ure detection methods, but in [C6] several methods were briefly presented. The proposed
protection method has the following advantages:
1. Runs on any topology, i.e. it does not require ring.
2. The protection switching is very fast, it depends only on the speed of failure detection.
3. It can provide many types of path protection: 1+1, 1:1, shared etc.
When combined with an efficient Connectivity Fault Management solution it can provide
carrier grade service protection on any resilient network topology.

Other Resilience Architectures
The Viking architecture [SGNcC04] also applies the VLAN switching to realize resilience
and defines two link and switch disjoint paths. It also propose a greedy algorithm to calculate the paths, however it does not presents the performance of the proposed algorithm.
Farkas et al. propose an enhanced and distributed Ethernet resilience architecture that
is based on pre-established tree shaped VLANs [FTAW05]. The main contribution is
to propose an efficient failure detection and VLAN switching protocol using periodical
messages to check whether a link is alive.

3.3.2 Applied Protection Schemes
VLAN switching based protection belongs to the family of the path protection schemes.
Obviously, for the backup paths some extra capacity is reserved. Based on how these
capacities are handled, three solutions can be differentiated.
Dedicated Backup Path Protection (DBPP or 1:1 Protection): Here, the same capacity is dedicated for the backup paths as for the working one. This is the simplest
method, while it wastes the network capacities.
Shared Backup Path Protection (SBPP) enables to share the spare capacity among the
more backup paths. This way, the allocated capacity can be decreased.
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Selective or QoS Path Protection (QPP): This method decreases the spare capacity by
allowing that the backup capacity allocated for QoS pipes is shared with the working paths of the BE pipes. In other words for the QoS traffic 1:1 protection is
defined, while the BE traffic can use the spare capacity allocated for the prioritized
demands. However, in the case of a link failure the QoS traffic cut out the BE from
the backup link. Obviously, if the link transmitting the BE traffic fails and there is
no backup path defined the BE traffic could be completely lost.

Several papers prove that the SBPP is an efficient solution [GDC+ 02] and it can be formalized as an Integer Linear Program [CLkH99]. Unfortunately, the problem size is very
limited, only very small problem instances can be solved in acceptable time. Thus, in the
next section the ILP is given only for Dedicated Backup Path Protection (DBPP) and QoS
Path Protection (QPP).

3.3.3 Integer Linear Program Formulation
In this section, the network architecture is extended with resilience capability, therefore
the optimization task changes as follows. The aim of the optimization is to minimize the
network usage of a predefined TE pipe set considering path protection schemes. For each
TE pipe two edge disjoint paths (VLANs) are defined in order to avoid that both paths use
the same link.
The Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation given in Section 3.2 is extended to
provide optimal tree design supporting both dedicated and QoS protection schemes. First,
the not yet presented parameters and variables are defined:

xol is 1 if and only if demand o ∈ O uses link l ∈ L as a part of the working tree.
pol is 1 if and only if demand o ∈ O uses link l ∈ L as a part of the protection tree.
ylt is 1 if and only if tree t ∈ T uses link l ∈ L.
o,t
uo,t
is 1 if and only if demand o ∈ O is assigned to t ∈ T as a working (uw ) or as a
w , ub

backup (ub ) tree.
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is to minimize the weighted sum of the used resources for all links in the

network. The weight parameter α, where 0 < α ≤ 1 is used to minimize the number of
links used by a tree (for larger α) or to minimize the total capacity used (for smaller α),
while w o is used to make even shorter paths for demands of higher priority:

min

X

∀(i,j)∈E

"

α

X

yijt

∀t∈T

#
1−α X
o o
o
o
+
w (xij + pij )b .
Bij ∀o∈O,∀t∈T

(3.13)

Capacity Constraints (∀(i, j) ∈ E) The capacity constraints have the same structure as
the constraints of the basic model (see (3.2–3.5)): four subsets of inequalities are defined
for the four traffic classes. The first three give the capacity limit defined by the QoS
constraint belonging to the classes, while the fourth describes that all traffic (including
the BE) does not exceed the capacity of the link.

X

∀o∈O 1

X

∀o∈O 2

X

∀o∈O 3

X

∀o∈O


xoij + xoji + poij + poji bo ≤ β 1 · Bij

(3.14)


xoij + xoji + poij + poji bo ≤ β 3 · Bij

(3.16)


xoij + xoji + poij + poji bo ≤ β 2 · Bij

(3.15)


xoij + xoji + poij + poji bo ≤ Bij .

(3.17)

Nevertheless, besides the active paths, the capacity required by the backup paths are also
considered. Since dedicated protection scheme is assumed the bandwidth for the backup
paths are allocated just like for the working ones. Therefore, the left parts of these equations also contain the poij variables. On the contrary, QoS protection allows the best effort
TE pipes to use the backup capacities allocated for the higher classes. To achieve it, the
backup capacities are not considered at 3.17, thus, this equation is substituted with the
following one:

X

∀o∈O


xoij + xoji bo ≤ Bij .

(3.18)
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Note that, this simplification does not allow allocating more bandwidth than the link
capacities, when the other constraints (3.14–3.16) keeps the allocated traffic of higher
classes smaller than the link capacity. This requirement is fulfilled, since at most 60% of
any of the links can be allocated for QoS traffic (β1 + β2 + β3 = 0.6 < 1).

Flow Conservation (∀o ∈ O, ∀i ∈ N)

These equations give guarantees that the paths

defined for the TE pipes surely will be paths. This aim is achieved by describing the pipes
as a flow and conservation constraints are given – I made the same considerations as in
Section 3.2. On the contrary to those conservation constraints, here the tree assignment is
performed in other way. Therefore, much simpler equations are defined. The rule simply
says that a working path of a demand goes from its source to its destination, and if it
enters any other node it has to leave it as well (Equation 3.19):



if i = s(o)

 1
X
X
o
o
xij −
xki =
−1 if i = t(o) ,


i→
→i
∀j∈N
∀k∈N
 0
otherwise

(3.19)

where N i→ is the set of nodes j ∈ N for which (i, j) ∈ L, and N →i is the set of nodes
j ∈ N for which (j, i) ∈ L.
For the backup paths similar equations are defined, however, a minor modification (3.20)
is performed in order to deal with the differentiated protection scheme. A new constant
πo has been introduced for each traffic demand o ∈ O. For a demand πo is 1.0 if and only
if a backup path for the demand is required. The default values of πo s are 1.0 that refers
to the dedicated protection scheme. For QPP only those πo constants are set to 1.0, where
the class of the traffic demand o is not best effort.



if i = s(o)

 πo
X
X
o
o
pij −
pki =
−πo if i = t(o) ,


∀j∈N i→
∀k∈N →i
 0
otherwise
Disjoint path rule

(3.20)

To keep the bandwidth and QoS requirements in case of a link failure

the backup path must not use any of the edges forming the working paths. The following
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inequations describe that an graph edge can be used as either a working path or a backup
path (3.21) of the same demand:

xoij + poij ≤ 1

∀o ∈ O, ∀ij ∈ L

(3.21)

xoij + poji ≤ 1

∀o ∈ O, ∀ij ∈ L.

(3.22)

Besides, I also have to exclude the case when the working and the backup paths use the
anti-parallel edges (3.22) of the same link, since the failure of a link results in the failure of
both edges. Furthermore, due to technology constraints (protection switching performed
by only the access and the edge switches) the traffic cannot be rerouted at the adjacent
nodes of the failed links.

Demand – tree mapping constraints

(∀l ∈ E, ∀o ∈ O) A demand can be carried over

a link only if the tree assigned to the demand is also set up over the link. Since more trees
are defined for each ENs (if only one tree per EN is assumed we cannot define two path
those are disjoint but have common endpoints, therefore, there is no solution at all), the
selection between the trees has to be performed here. For this purpose the u variables are
introduced. Note that, when demand o uses tree t the value of uo,t is set to 0.0!

xol ≤ ylt + uo,t
w

∀t ∈ tw (o),

(3.23)

pol ≤ ylt + uo,t
p

∀t ∈ tp (o).

(3.24)

However, each demand is ensured to be assigned to exactly one tree instance. The number
of assignable tree instances to a demand is denoted with variables |tw (o)| and |tp (o)|.
Since exactly one tree has to be selected the sum of the uo,t parameters must equal to the
number of the assignable trees minus 1.

X

uo,t
= |tw (o)| − 1
w

(3.25)

uo,t
= |tp (o)| − 1
p

(3.26)

o∈O

X
o∈O
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Equation 3.25 describes the rule defined above for working paths, while (3.25) defines it
for backup paths.

Tree conservation constraints

The tree conservation rules are the same as discussed in

Section 3.2.

X

yijt

∀j∈N i→

t
yki
≤

(

= 0 i ∈ EN
≤ 1 otherwise
∀i ∈ N and t ∈ T

(3.27)

X

yijt

∀i ∈ N \ EN, ∀k ∈ N →i , ∀t ∈ T

(3.28)

X

t
yki

∀i ∈ N \ AN, ∀k ∈ N i→ , ∀t ∈ T.

(3.29)

∀j∈N i→

yijt ≤

∀j∈N →i

3.3.4 Numerical Results
The simulations investigating the effects of introducing protection are performed over the
Dual Homing topologies, since in the tree-ring topologies there are no two fully edge
disjoint paths between any of the ANs–ENs pairs, so protection cannot be realized.
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(a) Small Dual Homing Topology (SDHT)
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(b) Medium Dual Homing Topology (MDHT)

Figure 3.5: Throughput achieved by “Traffic-driven” tree optimization methods considering VLAN-switching based protection schemes compared to topology driven methods.
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Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) show that compared to the unprotected MST PILP introducing
protection the throughput is significantly decreased as it was expected. The figures show
that DBPP protection scheme results in roughly the same throughput level as the plain
“topology-driven” MSTP without protection. These ratios come from the coincidence
of effects of two factors. First, the 1:1 protection scheme roughly halves the available
throughput; while the optimization of MSTP trees doubles it (See Section 3.2.1). The
effects of the optimization and the protection equalize each other. However, there is a
huge difference between the two cases: the DBPP gives QoS and bandwidth guarantees in
case of a link failure, the reference method (MSTP) reconstructs the trees in uncontrolled
way, thus, no guarantees can be provided.
At the same time the application of the proposed QPP – when only the prioritized traffic
(47% of the total) is protected –, there is about 40% throughput gain over 1:1 protection
case on the considered topologies.

Spare capacity
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Backup capacity
Working capacity
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200%
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129,43%
150%

100%
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0,00%

50%

0%
QoS prot.

Full rot.
Small Dual Homing

Full prot.

No prot.

Middle Dual Homing

Topologies / Protection Schemes

Figure 3.6: Total allocated working and spare capacities of the investigated protection
schemes. The amounts of the spare capacities relative to the working ones (lighter and
darker parts of the columns) are depicted.
In order to provide any kind of protection additional capacities have to be allocated on
the links that can serve increased traffic in case of link failures. Here I compare the
allocated capacity of the DBPP and QPP schemes to the unprotected MST PILP over a
predefined average traffic level (GTL). The results are shown in Figure 3.6. While the
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Table 3.3: Ratios of Average and Maximal Throughput Loss after the link failure.
Methods
Average loss
Maximal loss
QoS + BE

QoS

QoS + BE

QoS

ST P

22%

22%

100%

100%

MST P

15%

15%

50%

50%

MST PILP

14%

14%

50%

50%

MST PILP

DBPP

0%

0%

0%

0%

MST PILP

QPP

10%

0%

32%

0%

full 1:1 protection requires about +130% capacity in addition, protecting only the QoS
(roughly the half of the total) traffic requires less than 20% spare capacity.

Fault tolerance
I have shown above that the network spare capacity can be decreased if only the QoS traffic is protected. However, the cost of the higher utilization is the lower fault tolerance for
the unprotected BE traffic. This criterion is described as average and maximal throughput loss compared to the whole throughput. Both losses are measured immediately after
the link failure, so the restoration capability of the STP is not considered at this time.
Nevertheless, if we rely only on STP, the QoS requirements are not surely guaranteed
after a failure: the QoS constraints may be violated after tree reconstruction, since it is
possible that more traffic gets routed on the links of the reconstructed tree than their QoS
constraints allow. This results in a deteriorated QoS.
Table 3.3 shows the statistics for these two losses on the large topology (LDHT). We can
see that ST P performs always worse than the other methods: the whole offered traffic
can be lost if a link placed close to the root of the tree fails. The MST P based methods
loose at most half of the throughput on the investigated topologies thanks to the multiple
trees that can use different links.
Optimization itself (MST PILP ) results in a slightly lower loss in average; but in worst
case it loses the same percentage of the total traffic. The reason is that it balances better the
traffic between the links; however, the link failures near the root remain crucial. The QoS
Path Protection (QPP) scheme is shown to introduce further increase of fault tolerance
compared to the unprotected methods even in worst case. Moreover, it is important to
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emphasize that all the traffic lost in case of QoSP rot is best effort, i.e., there is no loss of
QoS traffic at all! (See Table 3.3.)
Achievable Throughput

Throughput after link failure [Worst Case]

450000

25%

Available Throughput in Kbps

400000
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250000
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0%
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100000
50000
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QPP

DPP

MSTPopt

VLAN Switching

MSTP

STP

RSTP Restoration

Figure 3.7: Throughput loss resulted in case of a link a failure. The percentage of lost
bandwidth is also depicted over the column pairs.
Taking into account the recovering capability of the RSTP the throughput losses change
(see Figure 3.7) [C8].
In DBPP case, naturally, there is no throughput loss at all, since all traffic demands are
protected with a dedicated protection path. These results also show that in the topology
driven case, the low throughput does not decrease when a link fails, since the unused
alternative paths can be activated. Seemingly, there is no difference between the optimized MST PILP +DBPP and the topology driven MSTP in the points of achieved and
lost throughput. However, there is a big difference: the MST PILP +DBPP provides QoS
guarantees after the failure while the restoration provided by the MSTP does not. However, the QPP provides higher throughput (first column, Figure 5), but the Best Effort
traffic would be lost, the QoS traffic will use the dedicated protection paths and QoS will
not be degraded.

Chapter 4
Scalable Tree Optimization
In Chapter 3 I have proven that the “traffic driven” tree optimization – where the traffic
parameters are also taken into account – produces high gain compared to the “topology
driven” solution. I have also presented that the proposed solution efficiently uses the
available resources. However, the main drawback of the applied Integer Linear Program
formulation is the lack of scalability in terms of both the network size and the number
of traffic demands. The problem decomposition of the problem yields solution for the
scalability.

4.1 Problem Decomposition
The ILP is a suitable modeling tool to describe network optimization and configuration
problems, like the defined traffic-driven optimization; however, the ILP formulations have
a great drawback: they are NP-complete [GJ79]. This means that general algorithms with
good scalability (polynomial) are not known. Despite its worse scalability, an obvious
question is the applicability of the ILP based methods in the case of practical problem
sizes. Although the selected ILP solver does not affect the quality of the solutions, the
applied heuristics and algorithms have great impact on the running time. For solving the
ILP equations the ILOG CPLEX software 9.1 [CPL] library was used.
The simulations show that tree optimization needs about 20 minutes to give solution for
the Medium Dual Homing Topology, but enabling the selection among more tree in-
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stances increases dramatically the time consumption up to about 3 hours. This dramatically increased running time is caused by the increased problem state space. Since all
variables of the ILP are binary, the size of the state space can be estimated by the number
of used variables. Table 4.1 presents the number of used variables and constraints as a
function of the input parameters.
Table 4.1: Complexity of ILP models described by the number of variables and constraints.
(a) Basic Formulation (Section 3.2)
The number of the variables
Routing + tree assigning xo,t
l
Tree shaping ytl

|E| · |O| ·

The number of the variables
|T |
|EN|

|E| · |T |

The number of constraints
Capacity constraints (3.2–3.4)
Flow Conservation (3.6–3.8)

(b) Protection (Section 3.3.3)

|C| · |E| = 4 · |E|
3 · |O| · |N |
|T |
|EN|

Demand Tree mapping (3.9)

|E| · |O| ·

Tree Constraints (3.10–3.12)

|T | · (|N | + 2 · |E|)

Working paths xol

|E| · |O|

Backup paths pol

|E| · |O|

Tree shaping ytl

|E| · |T |

o,t
Tree assigning uo,t
w ,ub

2 · |O| ·

|T |
|EN|

The number of constraints
Capacity constr. (3.2–3.4)

|C| · |E| = 4 · |E|

Flow Conservation (3.19–3.20)

2 · |O| · |N |

Disjoint path rule (3.21)

2 · |O| · |L|

Demand Tree mapping (3.23)
Tree Constraints (3.27–3.29)

|E| · |O| ·

|T |
|EN|

+ 2|T |

|T | · (|N | + 2 · |E|)

To decrease the running time the Problem Decomposition is an adequate solution. Decomposition follows the “divide et impera” strategy: it divides the original problem to smaller
subproblems and solves them one-by-one. The structures of the ILP models prompt us to
separate the tasks of routing the demand considering capacity and QoS constraints (described with x variables) and the tasks of tree assignment and placement (denoted by ylt
and Uto ). This solutions is referred to as Task decomposition. However, the drawback of
the method is that the routing task does not take the trees into account. This means that it
can generate a path set that can be covered by several trees while the optimal path set for
the same problem instance can be covered by fewer trees.

4.2 Demand Router and Tree Assigner & Placer (DRTAP)
Algorithm
In the previous section the presented decomposition approach introduced two subtasks. To
obtain a scalable method a novel method is proposed here that applies heuristic algorithms
for both subtasks. The outline of the method is shown in Figure 4.1.
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START

Demand Routing (DR)

Tree Assignment and
Placement (TAP)

FINISH

Figure 4.1: Subtasks of the proposed method

4.2.1 Demand Routing Algorithm
The demand routing subtask alone can be also formulated as an Integer Linear Program
using the xol binary variables, the capacity (3.2–3.5) and flow conservation (3.19) constraints, while the objective is to minimize the network load.
This problem can be considered as the constraint based Virtual Private Network (VPN)
design task. Here, the set of the TE pipes can be considered as a single VPN that overlays
the physical topology. The VPN design task is well studied [MMR99, C2] and algorithms
are proposed adopting efficient general heuristics, like Genetic Algorithms (GAs), Simulated Annealing (SA)[RN95], Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP)
[RR01] and Simulated Allocation (SAL)[Pio97].
These solutions interpret the QoS requirements as the task of providing the required bandwidths between each pair of the end nodes of the VPN. The introduction of the assumed
QoS model (Section 1.3.1) demands a novel algorithm to be developed that properly deals
with QoS model.
The proposed Demand Routing (DR) algorithm applies the Simulated Allocation (SAL)
metaheuristic [Pio97]. The SAL decomposes the optimization problem to sequential
search of paths for traffic demands one by one. Obviously, the quality of the solution
highly depends on the order of routing the demands. To avoid the demand ordering problem the SAL assumes an iteration and it randomly selects between routing (appending)
and disconnect (removing) a demand in each round. The SAL is adopted to deal with the
specific routing problem.
To route the individual demands the DR applies the well-known Dijkstra shortest path
algorithm [Dij59]. This algorithm finds such a path that minimizes the sum of the weights
of the used edges. Thus, non-negative weight have to be defined for each edge. Since
shortest path is preferred, the weights are set to 1.0.
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To ensure that both the QoS and bandwidth requirements are fulfilled, the edges, on which
the requirements are violated, are temporarily removed before finding the path.

4.2.2 Tree Assigner & Placer (TAP) Algorithm
To optimally span a tree in a weighted graph, low complexity algorithms are well known,
e.g., Kruskal’s one [Kru56]. These greedy algorithms, however, investigate the links one
by one and they do not consider paths at all. Then, the trees can be formed in such a
way that not all links of a path will be added to the trees. This would cause malfunctions
since the traffic cannot flow through the torn paths. Moreover, the algorithm to be proposed should define not only one but more trees at the same time, and should perform the
assignment between these trees and the demands.
If Steiner trees are considered instead of spanning trees (as it was the case in Chapter 3)
the problem can be reduced to the Minimal Set Cover problem. Let U be a set of basic
S
elements and S = {s0 ...sn |si ⊂ U} be a cover for U: ni=1 si = U. The goal is to find

minimal S ∗ ⊂ S. To adopt this formulation let U be the set of paths given by the Demand

Routing algorithm, and S be the set of all allowed Steiner trees (their roots reside at ANs).
This problem, however, is known to be NP-hard [Sla96], therefore heuristic methods are
required.
The proposed novel heuristic method is called Tree Assigner and Placer (TAP). TAP exploits that the paths terminate at the edge nodes (ENs) where the root of the trees are also
placed. It enables a further decomposition of the problem: TAP considers paths belonging
to a single edge node at the same time. This decomposition leads also to the same optimal
solution because the paths terminating different edge nodes will surely use different trees.
The aim of the proposed algorithm is, therefore, to generate a minimal set of spanning
trees whose roots are at the same edge node. Like SAL, this method generates a trajectory
of a discrete time stochastic process, where the sets of trees, of assigned and unassigned
paths are T rees, Assigned and UnAssigned. In each step either an unassigned path is
appended to a tree (tree extension), or a tree having the least path is removed releasing
the assigned paths as well (tree removal). The selection occurs with fixed probabilities:
Ptree_extension = 0.8 and Ptree_removal = 0.2. When all paths are assigned to trees (called
maximal state) the solution is stored. Finally, after a pre-defined number of steps (here:
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1000 iterations), the solution using the least trees will be selected. The tree construction
algorithm consist of the following major phases:

• Initialization: Here, the sets of the assigned and unassigned paths and of the trees
are initialized as the name of the phase implies. The counter for remaining steps
(step) is set to 1000.
• Main Loop: In each iteration random selection between the two operators is performed with the defined probabilities. Then the selected step is executed. If tree
removal is chosen the tree containing the least paths is removed from the tree set,
and the paths that are previously assigned to the erased tree, are released again. The
last step in each iteration is to check whether the new solution obtained after the
execution of the operations is a full solution or not. If the new solution is full and
the number of used trees is less than the number of trees used by the stored best
solution, the new solution will be stored as the best one. Finally, the step variable
is decreased, and if it reaches zero the algorithm terminates.

Tree Extension
During the tree extension process an unassigned or free path is randomly selected with
uniform probability distribution. Then the algorithm looks for a tree from set T rees that
fits to the path, i.e. it does not form a cycle with the selected path. This loop check is
performed in one step. All existing tree instances are checked one by one and the first
fitting tree is selected and the edges forming the path are added to this tree, as well. If
there is no such a tree that fits to the current path a new tree will be created containing the
edges of the path and obviously it will be inserted into the tree set. The pseudo-code of
tree extension is shown on Figure 4.2.

Checking the Loops
In the proposed algorithms a method is required ensuring that after extending a tree with
a path the considered will not contain loops. I propose a cycle-check mechanism with
the complexity of o(n) via exploiting that all the terminations of the considered demands
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procedure Tree_Extension()
a ← F ALSE
if |T rees| > 0 then
Select path p randomly from U nassigned
foreach t ∈ {T : T ∈ T rees ∧ root(T ) = target(p)} do
if ¬a ∧ ¬ FormsCycle(p,t)
t ← t ∪ {e|e ∈ p}
a ← T RU E
Assigned ← Assigned ∪ {p}
end
end
end
if ¬a
Create a new tree tnew
tnew ← {e|e ∈ p}
T rees ← T rees ∪ tnew
return

Figure 4.2: Pseudo code of the tree extension subroutine.

are at a single edge node; moreover, these nodes are the roots of the considered trees.
Therefore, the algorithm has the following major steps:

• Step 1 gets the edges of the path one by one from the access node to the edge node,
and for each edge
• Step 2 checks the following logical statement: the actual edge would form a cycle
with the tree if both adjacent nodes are in the tree, however, the edge itself is not in
the tree. If a loop is identified it returns true.
• Step 3 appends the edge and both adjacent nodes into the tree and if there are
unchecked edges of the path then goto step 1.
• Step 4 returns false.
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4.2.3 Performance Evaluation
Efficiency of Tree Assignment
The number of tree instances used for covering the defined path set is an important question, since the IEEE standards limit the number of available tree instances in a domain to
64. Although the equipment vendors allow the usage of more than 64 tree instances, the
more RSTP instances run, therefore, the larger switch capacity is required.
Simulations are conducted to investigate whether the TAP is able to cover a proper path
set with minimal number of tree instances or not. Obviously, the solution provided by the
DR algorithm affects the performance of the TAP phases. To validate the TAP algorithm,
these effects have to be disabled by using a proper path set. Such a path set is generated
using the MST PILP method presented in Section 3.2. In this case, the goal of the TAP is
to cover the paths with 1 tree per edge node.

Percentage of successful tree cover
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Figure 4.3: Success rate of TAP: the percentage of covering the optimally defined path
set with one tree per edge node.

The success rate of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.3. The TAP algorithm is able
to provide the optimal solution in the 56%-100% simulation instances depending on the
topology, while the other cases it uses 1–2 additional trees per nodes. This means that
TAP provides near optimal solutions if a good path set is generated.
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Figure 4.4: Achievable throughput vs. number of trees.
After validating the TAP method here I evaluate the whole proposed method where the
DR algorithm is responsible for generating “good path sets”. The calculated throughput
allowing different number of tree instances is presented in Figure 4.4. The solution of ILP
with one tree per root is considered as reference (100%).
The results show that the throughput converges to a near-to-optimal constant that depends
only on the topology and on the traffic demand set. For both cases a bound for number
of trees can be defined where the achievable throughput reaches this constant and does
not increase any longer. Therefore, there is no need to use more trees than this bound to
achieve the maximal performance [C9].
This increased usage of tree instances, however, shows that although the path set is nearto-optimal in term of achieved throughput, it performs worse in realizing minimal tree
cover.

Efficiency: Network Load
The proposed heuristic method provides near-to-optimal solution, however, it requires
more tree instances. A possible reason is that the DR selects different paths than the
MST PILP that also has impacts on the efficiency described by the allocated capacity and
the length of the paths.
The total loads and average path lengths of the DRTAP allowing more than 4 tree instances
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per EN are summarized in Table 4.2. The total allocated capacities of the considered
methods are measured at the highest throughput achieved by that method, and they are
compared to the ST P case. This way the results illustrate well the efficacy of the proposed
methods. For DRTAP the case of 4 tree instances is selected because the effects of trees on
the throughput are negligible in this case. Then the calculated network load is compared
to the “topology driven” ST P . As a reference the “topology driven” and the optimized
MST P s are also depicted.
The first three columns show that to achieve four times larger throughput achieved the
MST PILP allocates only 2.7 times more capacity than ST P does. This increased efficiency is resulted by using much shorter paths (the average hop count of a path is decreased from 4.5 to 3.0) because of the multiple trees of MSTP. At the same time the
MST PILP utilizes more links causing the doubled load in Dual Homing topology case.
On the contrary, in tree-ring case there is only a slight difference between the performance
of the methods.
Compared to the MST PILP the heuristic method allocates more network resources: its
network load is about 6–10% larger than the MST PILP . At the same time, the generated
paths are also longer. Both metrics indicate the suboptimality of the path selection.

Table 4.2: Efficacy of the proposed method: allocated capacities compared to ST P and
the average path lengths.
Topologies

Methods
Reference
ST P

MST P

DRTAP

MST PILP

> 4 TpR

Total allocated capacity (compared to ST P )
Dual Homing

1.00

1.33

2.66

2.80

Tree-Ring

1.00

0.85

1.07

1.10

Average path length
Dual Homing

4.50

3.00

3.00

3.10

Tree-Ring

2.95

2.95

2.99

3.03
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Scalability: Running Times
Although I consider an off-line configuration resulting in loose time constraints defined,
I have to evaluate the proposed methods from the point of view of the scalability. The
running times at different network sizes are shown Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Measured running times of the MST PILP and DRTAP algorithms [sec].
Topologies
Methods
(#nodes)

Reference

DRTAP

ST P

MST P

MST PILP

> 4 TpR

Medium Dual Homing Topology(18)

–

–

7

5

Small Tree-Ring Topology (24)

–

–

170

15

Large Dual Homing Topology (42)

–

–

18100

240

The table shows that the proposed heuristic is much more scalable: it runs in short time
for all network sizes. Moreover, the difference becomes larger as the size of the topology
increases. It is important to emphasize here that these running times are averages of
several measurements: in the worst case the running time of the MST PILP is much
higher, while the DRTAP algorithm has roughly the same running time in each simulation,
since the number of iterations in both DR and TAP is an input parameter.

4.3 VLAN-switching Based Protection
As discussed earlier in Section 3.3, resilience in Metro Ethernet is not less important
than Traffic Engineering and QoS. In this Chapter, a well scalable algorithm (DRTAP) is
presented for scalable tree optimization, however, only the scalability problem of ILP was
dealt with and the reliability problems were not discussed yet.
One of the most effective ways to achieve high reliability in a Metro Ethernet network is
the VLAN switching, where a secondary (or backup) VLAN is defined for each TE pipe
and this backup VLAN is used only if the primary (or working) VLAN is affected by a
failure. These two VLANs can be considered as two mutually independent paths having
no common edges. An Integer Linear Program formulation was given for this problem
that suffers from scalability problems. An obvious idea is to further develop the earlier
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proposed DRTAP algorithm.
The Demand Router and Tree Assigner & Placer (DRTAP) separated the TE pipe routing
and Tree Assignment and Placement (TAP) tasks. This means that at TAP phase, there
is no difference between the working and backup paths, thus, only the Demand Routing
(DR) algorithm has to be modified. Introducing protection the aim of the DR algorithm
has changed: to define two edge disjoint paths for each TE pipe allocating enough resources along both paths to provide the required bandwidth and QoS constraints of all TE
pipes in case of a link failure. This subtask is, nevertheless, a well known problem of
the application of protection schemes during network planning. This task is a modified
version of Virtual Private Network dimensioning task with protection for which several
solutions are known, e.g., [OCK00, IMG98, HB94].
The application of a huge spectrum of protection schemes in the DR phase shows a further
advantage of the DRTAP algorithm. Moreover, the DRTAP allows the application of
more different TE routing heuristics, thus, the adaptation of heuristics that efficiently
implements the protection schemes, is quite simple. However, the disadvantage of DRTAP
is that the two tasks are considered separately. Therefore, in this chapter I will propose a
modified version of DRTAP that deals with both subtasks at the same time.

4.3.1 Joint Router and Tree Placer (JRTP) Algorithm
For solving all three subtasks of the predefined optimization – defining paths for demand,
assigning them to trees and spanning the trees – a simple, but effective method is proposed
in this Chapter. It performs routing the TE pipe via defining VLANs and the tree covering
at the same time. The topologies of the trees are combined from the paths of the assigned
VLANs.
The method decomposes the problem to sequential search of pipe (VLAN) routes and
assignment to tree instances (MSTIs). However, the order of selecting the VLANs for
routing affects the quality of the solutions. This fact is called demand ordering problem
and it is common in case of such decomposition. To handle this problem the proposed
heuristic applies to the Simulated Allocation (SAL) metaheuristic [Pio97].
After the initialization, in each iteration the algorithm randomly selects between adding
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a new TE pipe (allocate) to the partial solution and removing a tree instance and disconnecting all TE pipes formerly assigned to it (disconnect). The selection is performed
with fixed probabilities (Pallocate = 0.9, Pdisconnect = 0.1). Then it performs the selected
operator. When all pipes are routed the solution is stored. After a pre-defined number of
steps, the solution using the least number of trees so far will be selected.
The skeleton of this proposed algorithm is similar to the skeleton of the TAP algorithm
presented in Section 4.2.2, however, the applied operators are highly improved. This
novel algorithm not only spans and assigns the trees like the TAP, but it is also determines
the paths for the TE pipes just in time, when a tree is looked for the considered pipe.
Note that, although the algorithm randomly selects between the operators, the probability
of not finding a solution converges to zero as the number of the iterations increases, since
the probability of selecting removal is less than the probability of constructing. Choosing different operator-selection probabilities only leads to different convergence. Former
empirical results showed that to achieve best performance the probability of allocation
should be roughly 0.8–0.9.
Before the discussion of the allocate and disconnect operators let me present the sets
applied in this algorithm. All these sets are indexed with i denoting the actual iteration
step (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .). The unallocated TE pipes are identified by their indices, thus, the
set of F REEi ⊂ O (where O is the set of demands) contains the IDs of these pipes. The
routed pipes are described as a set of edges participating in them. So let pwio ⊂ L be the
working path and pboi ⊂ L be the backup path defined for TE pipe o ∈ O in step i.
Let MST Iik be the kth defined tree instance, that is assigned to several TE pipes by adding
their IDs to the set (MST Iik ⊂ O). The tree for the MSTI is spanned by the paths of the
TE pipes assigned to the MSTI. Therefore, let T reeki be the tree defined for MST Iik and
formed as a set of edges (T reeki ⊂ L) that are in one of the TE path forming the tree
instance (T reeki = {l|o ∈ MST Pik ∧ l ∈ pwio ∨ pboi }). The MST ISi denotes the defined
MST instances in time step i, and let T reesi be the set of trees in step i.
During the initialization the algorithm resets the state sets as follows. No TE pipes
that are routed in the network (F REE0 := O) and there are no defined MST instances
(MST IS0 = ∅ and T rees0 = ∅), then the iteration starts.
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The allocate operator

During the allocation of a TE pipe more issues have to be solved. First, such paths have
to be found for the pipe, which are able to fulfill all the QoS, the resilience and bandwidth
requirements. Besides, a tree instance has to be searched and assigned to the TE pipe.
All these steps should be performed at the same time. Thus, the allocation operator is
performed as follows.
First, the algorithm selects one TE pipe randomly from among the free ones with uniform
distribution. Then, it tries to fit the already defined MSTIs one by one: it routes the
demand in the network in such a way that neither the capacity-like nor the tree constraints
are violated. If the algorithm finds a fitting MSTI and able to route the pipe, then the
found path will be the working path of the considered demand and it will be appended to
the tree instance. Otherwise, a new tree instance will be created and the algorithm fits this
new, empty tree instance to the TE pipe. This operation will be surely successful if the
other capacity constraints are not violated. When a working tree instance is successfully
fitted to the pipe and an active path is given, a backup tree will be determined if necessary.
The step of finding a backup tree is performed like the search of the working tree. If the
latter step fails the working path also have to be removed in order to prevent inconsistent
network configuration (since only the working path of a demand is defined).
But how can we find a path that fulfills the given conditions? Assuming that the roots of
the trees are placed at the ENs and the demands are directed from the ANs to the ENs
a simple but efficient algorithm is proposed. To find the path for the pipes the Dijkstra
shortest path algorithm is applied since the network is described as a directed graph, as
defined in Section 3.1. To affect the path selection there are two approaches.
First a proper weight function is defined for each edge and values of these functions express that the edge can be used or not. For instance, the weight of the edge, on which there
is insufficient amount of free bandwidth, will be infinite or practically infinite. However,
this approach has two major drawbacks. The algorithm has to check that the total weight
of the path is finite, i.e., it does not violate any of the rules. To efficiently make this decision, careful planning of edge weight function is required. Finding such a good weight
function is not a trivial task.
Therefore, I have selected a different approach, where the edges, on which the path may
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violate the rules, are temporarily removed. Therefore, the Dijkstra path finder algorithm
runs only on a reduced graph that consists only of the useable edges. The resulted path
surely will not harm any of the rules. The edge filtering conditions are as follows. The
capacity and QoS constraints are checked in simple way: an edge is pruned if the available
free bandwidth on the graph edge is smaller than the size of the pipe. This free bandwidth
is determined based on the defined capacity and QoS constraints. To ensure that working
and backup paths will be edge disjoint, the edges of the working paths are also pruned
temporarily. (It can be performed since the working tree and the path is defined before the
backup ones.)
To guarantee that a MSTI remains tree a further condition is given. Since the destinations
of the TE pipes are the roots of the trees the loops can be avoided using the following
rule: if a path once entered the tree it must not leave it any more. This rule is formulated
as follows: all edges, those source nodes are in the tree but their targets are not, will
be temporarily pruned. However, this rule alone does not exclude the case when both
endpoints of an edge are in the tree while the edge itself does not belong to the tree. If a
path used this edge, it would form a loop with the tree. Thus, these edges also have to be
pruned.

Deallocation of a tree instance
The disconnection process selects the tree having the least assigned VLANs, and removes
it. The assigned VLANs are also deleted and transferred to the set of unassigned demands.

4.3.2 Performance Evaluation
Achieved Throughput
Like DRTAP the achieved throughput of JRTP is evaluated allowing different number of
tree instances. Figure 4.5 depicts the achievable throughput in different protection cases
and topologies.
The results show that the JRTP algorithm also converges to a constant that depends only
on the topology and on the protection schemes. Introducing protection the throughput
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Figure 4.5: Relative throughput achieved by JRTP with dedicated and shared protection
and without any protection.

decreases, as it was expected. Over the considered dual homing topologies throughput is
halved considering 1:1 dedicated protection (DBPP), and by sharing the backup capacities
(SBPP) about 20–30% more throughput can be provided than the dedicated one. Moreover, we can define a bound on the number of trees over which the throughput does not
increase any more. This bound acts as an upper bound for trees required depending not
only on the considered topology but on the applied protection scheme. This result points
an important problem that may come up. Over the considered dual homing topologies
without protection no more than two trees per ENs are enough to achieve the throughput
bound. Using protection the required number of tree instances is increased to 5. This increased bound may result scalability problem in very large metro networks, where more
ENs exist.
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Bandwidth efficiency
In [GDC+ 02] the bandwidth efficiency of the various path protection schemes were discussed, obviously, it does not consider the specialities of Ethernet: the tree based routing
scheme. Therefore, I evaluate the measured spare capacities of the JRTP considering
dedicated and shared path protection schemes.
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Figure 4.6: Relative spare capacity measured in the cases of dedicated and shared path
protection of the JRTP algorithm.
Figure 4.6 depicts the additional spare capacity of the protection schemes compared to
the unprotected case. As a reference the QoS protection is also shown calculated by
the MST PILP . You can see that the shared protection uses only 10% more capacity
compared to the QoS protection to provide full solution, while it provides protection even
for the best effort traffic. In other words, the QoS protection has roughly 10% capacity
gain to the best path protection scheme.

Scalability analysis
Earlier I have shown that the ILP based algorithms are not scalable and the demand for
scalable solution called the JRTP algorithm into being. The scalability of the JRTP algorithm is not evaluated yet. Figure 4.7 shows the measured running times compared to the
number of applied iterations and to the size of the topology characterized by the number
of nodes.
The JRTP is an iterative algorithm and its running time is adjusted by the number of iteration. The measured running times are depicted on Figure 4.7(a). The linear regression of
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Figure 4.7: Measured running time of JRTP algorithm over different topologies. Regression curves are also plotted.
the measured values are also plotted that proves my expectation: the dependence between
the running time and the number of iterations is linear.
A further question is how the running time of the algorithm depends on the size of the
network. Figure 4.7(b) shows the measured running times of the algorithm considering
the dual homing topology cases. The number of nodes describes the topology cases. The
curves of the points prompted that the running time is polynomial. The regression is
performed and a second-order curve is fitted to the samples.

4.3.3 Comparing DRTAP and JRTP
In this chapter two scalable algorithms were proposed for Metro Ethernet configuration.
Both methods are proven to be good options to support dynamic traffic engineering goals:
they provide near optimal solutions with acceptable time constraints in the investigated
topology cases. This chapter is devoded to compare the two proposed methods in the
views of the achievable throughput, the resource reservation and last but not least the
complexity.
Investigating the achievable throughputs of both DRTAP and JRTP (See Figures 4.4 and
4.5), it can be seen that the two methods achieve roughly the same throghput levels (The
same ILP based method is used as reference). Besides, upper bounds for the numbers of
used tree instances are defined and by using more trees no additional throughput increase
can be realised. The JRTP, however, reaches this throughput level “faster”. In the case
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of Dual Homing topologies, the DRTAP needs approximately 3-5 tree instances while
the JRTP requires only 2 trees. This result shows the advantage of considering the two
phases (Demand Routing and Tree Assignment and Placement) together over the two-step
solution. However, JRTP supports only dedicated and shared path protection schemes,
while the DRTAP enables any types protection solutions that provide a set of paths as a
result.
To describe the resource efficiency of the methods, the amounts of the allocated capacities
are used. The particular results show that the two methods allocate roughly the same
amount of capacity to provide the same throughput. The measured difference is below
1%. Therefore, there is only a negligible difference between the DRTAP and JRTP from
the point of view of resource efficiency.

Scalability analysis of DRAP and JRTP
Last, but not least, the complexities of the two methods are discussed. Since different
versions of the evaluation frameworks are applied, the measured running time cannot be
compared, since the different data structures may influence the results. Note that, based
on the presented running times presented both, DRTAP and JRTP to be well scalable.
This section is devoted to the compare of the scalability of the algorithms.
As discussed earlier in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.1 both algorithms are based on main loops,
therefore, the number of iterations must be defined. To model them, let Idr and Itap be the
number of iterations for DR and TAP phases of DRTAP and let I be the allowed number
of iterations for JRTP. At the same time, a limit on amount of useable tree instances is
also defined (t).
The DR phase of DRTAP implements a main loop and in each iteration one operator is
performed among the following two (Idr times): Demand allocation needs edge filtering
(O(|L|)) then a Dijkstra path finder algorithm is performed (O(|N|2 )), thus O(|L| + |N|2 )
steps are required. The Demand release operator parses the edges one by one (O(|L|))
and does some management tasks. The whole DR phase, therefore, needs O(p · Idr · (|L| +
|N|2 ) + (1 − p) · Idr · |L|) steps, where p is the ratio of the performed allocation operator.
The TAP also applies iteration and in each step one of the following operators are invoked.
In the case of Tree extension, a randomly selected demand is tried to be fitted to one
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of the existing tree instances. The fitness is checked using the loop-check subroutine
(see Section 4.2.2). In worst case at most t different tree instances are defined and the
loop-check subroutine has the complexity of O(|N|), thus the overall scalability will be
O(t·|N|). When a Tree removal is invoked, the selection of the tree is done in O(1). After
that, the paths assigned to the tree are released which is done in O(|O|) in worst case
where only one tree is defined and all the demands are assigned to it. The combination of
the two operators results that the complexity of TAP is O(c·Itap ·t·|N|+(1−c)·Itap ·(|O|)).
As it can be seen, the overall complexity of the DRTAP will be the sum of the complexities
of the two phases:

O




p · Idr · |L| + |N|2 + (1 − p) · Idr · |L| + {c · Itap · t · |N| + (1 − c) · Itap · |O|}
(4.1)

The JRTP unified the DR and TAP phases into a common process, and a single loop is
defined. In each iterations one operator (among Allocate and Release ones) is selected
and performed. Allocate operator tries to fit the a randomly selected free path to the
established trees one by one. The path fitting process consists of edge filtering (O(|L|))
and shortest path calculation (O(|N|2) tasks. Since a limit for the number of trees is
defined, the complexity of allocation is O(t·(|L|+|N|2 )). Release Tree operator selects a
tree and releases all the assigned demands that is done with the complexity of O(|O|·|L|).
If the number of the iterations in the main loop is I and the ratio of calling the allocate
operator is r the overall complexity of JRTP will be:
O




r · I · t · |L| + |N|2 + {(1 − r) · I · (|O| · |L|)}

(4.2)

To evaluate and to compare the complexity of the two methods, the number of the considered variables should be decreaded by making assumptions on these variables. Since the
considered topologies have an upper bound on the average nodal degree, if a new node
is attached to the existing topology, the number of the newly created links will be α. In
this case, the amount of the links (|L|) can be estimated as α · |N|. The traffic demands
run between the Edge and Access Nodes due to the problem statement, thus, their number
(|O|) can be estimated as |N|2 . Last, but not least, the number of used iterations must
be estimated based on the size of the network parameter. The algorithms should select
each traffic demand (or path) at least once during their operations. Thus, the numbers of
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iterations in the cases of both algorithms (Idr , Itap and I) are expressed with the number
of demands |O| which parameter is also estimated based on the number of nodes (|N|2 ).
The scalability of JRTP algorithm is evaluated using these assumptions. First, the |O| and
|L| variables are substituted (See equation 4.3). Then, variable I is also substituted and
the (4.4) will be obtained.
r · I · t α · |N | + |N |2


 
+ (1 − r) · I · |N |2 · α · |N |
=
(4.3)





O r · |N |2 · t α · |N | + |N |2 + (1 − r) · |N |2 · |N |2 · α · |N |
=
(4.4)





O r · t · α · |N |3 + r · t · |N |4 + (1 − r) · α|N |5 = O |N |4 + |N |5 = O |N |5 .

O





After making the simplifications of the function it can be seen that the scalability of the
JRTP can be estimated as O(|N|5). If equation 4.3 is simplified, O(I · |N|3 ) will be
obtained. This results supports the measured running times (Figure 4.7).
To calculate the complexity of the DRTAP algorithm the two phases are considered separatelly. Equations (4.5) and (4.6) details the calculations:



O p · |N|2 · α · |N| + |N|2 + (1 − p) · |N|2 · α · |N| =

O p · α · |N|3 + p · |N|4 + (1 − p) · α · |N|3 =


O |N|3 + |N|4 + |N|3 = O |N|4


O c · |N|2 · t · |N| + (1 − c) · |N|2 · |N|2 =



O c · t · |N|3 + (1 − c) · |N|4 = O |N|3 + |N|4 = O |N|4

(4.5)

(4.6)

Since both phases of the DRTAP has the complexity of O(|N|4 ), the overall complexity
also will be the same.
Comparing the complexities of the two solutions two major observation can be made.
First, both algorithms are well scalable, since they are polinomial ones. At the same time,
the DRTAP algorithm (obviously only in worst case situation) has lower complexity than
the JRTP has. Although this result would present that the DRTAP is a faster algorithm
especially for larger networks, the JRTP has several other advantages that make the latter
algorithm a considerable option for supporting dynamic traffic engineering.

Chapter 5
Traffic Engineering and Optical
Extensions of the Model

5.1 Traffic Engineered Triple-Play over Metro Ethernet

In the next generation communication networks, the Triple Play service is a marketing
term for the provisioning of the three services: high-speed Internet, television (Interactive
Video on Demand (iVoD) or live broadcast) and telephone service over a single broadband
connection. Triple Play is rather a business model than a solution for technical issues or
a standard. The Triple Play concept assumes that integrating the services will increase
opportunity for customers who may want to select between more service providers. Thus,
the roles of providing a network connection and a particular service are differentiated.
However, the same operator may act both as network and service provider.
Several network service providers are rolling out Ethernet to the home networks and fiber
to the home, which support Triple Play services and bypass the disadvantages of using
multiple infrastructures for the different services. This is particularly common in green
field developments where the capital expenses are reduced by deploying one network to
deliver all services.
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5.1.1 Requirements of Triple-Play Services
Triple Play is the bundled service of Voice, Data, and Video services offered for a price
that is less than the total price of the individual services. However, there is no standard for
provisioning the Triple Play services, rather they are provisioned individually, since the
requirements are quite different for each service. Furthermore, different services can be
provided by different Service Providers, while the customers are reaching these services
using the same access network.

VoIP service: Call Level Multiplexing
The VoIP is the most cost-effective solution for voice service. However, it has strict delay
and jitter requirements, thus the provisioning of this service requires priority over the
other services to achieve the best QoS guarantees possible. Call level admission control
mechanism is also required to keep the guarantees.
When dimensioning the TE pipes for VoIP the main goal is to provide an acceptable bound
for call blocking probability. The well-known Erlang-B or the Engset formulas [Kle75]
determine the number of simultaneous calls required to serve a fixed size of population
with a defined blocking probability threshold. Then, the bandwidth of a VoIP TE-pipe can
be based on the number of parallel calls and on the bandwidth requirement of the assumed
codec. The investigation of exact methods for dimensioning the pipes is not among our
goals, furthermore, applying multiple different codecs does not influence the design task
itself.

IPTV Service: Multicast in Metro Ethernet
The IPTV is the most promising video service for Triple Play. The basic IPTV service is
the video broadcast where streams with different resolutions can be supported. The optimal provisioning of this service calls for multicast that must be supported in the network
and handled correctly. A further IPTV service is the Interactive Video on Demand (iVoD).
iVoD does not require multicast channels; however, it desires call level CAC, since its
characteristics make the iVoD requirements similar to the VoIP calls. Also, the video traffic requires high level of QoS, thus besides bandwidth provisioning higher priority than
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the High Speed Internet (HSI) must be granted for video in the network.
To efficiently provide video broadcast it is crucial to support multicast; however, in a
standard Ethernet all the multicast streams will be flooded just like broadcast traffic. This
method wastes bandwidth. This flooding behavior can be prevented in two ways:
Manual multicast filters based on VLAN or Ethernet multicast address: Service providers
can configure Ethernet switches manually with a multicast filter to prevent a specific multicast stream from being sent out on a particular port. This results in a multicast architecture that optimizes the transport bandwidth in the Ethernet aggregation network, however
the approach is operator intensive and difficult to manage.
Dynamic multicast forwarding: Ethernet switches can also listen to (or “snoop”) the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) JOIN messages used by receivers to query
for a multicast source, on a certain port and then decide to pass that specific stream.
This way, an IGMP snooping switch provides the benefit of conserving bandwidth on
those segments of the network where no node has expressed interest in receiving packets addressed to the group address. This is in contrast to normal switch behavior where
multicast traffic is typically forwarded on all interfaces. An other possibility is the use of
the GMRP (GARP Multicast Registration Protocol) [IEEE802.1Q2003] for interworking
with IGMP; however, only a few vendors support it.
However, counting only IGMP snooping the multicast trees are formed ad-hoc, thus, the
operator has no methods for influencing these trees. Therefore, VLANs are used to restrict
the multicast domains to trees that can aggregate more multicast trees defined for the IPTV
programs. Inside these trees IGMP snooping can be used but it is not necessary.

HSI Service: Statistical Multiplexing
The high speed internet access (HSI) is currently provided mostly based on PPPoE connections. The solution has the advantage of control over customer traffic, however an
unnecessary level of encapsulation is introduced. Thus, another possibility is based on
IPoE with Ethernet aggregation, and user traffic separation is achieved by other means
like VLAN usage and/or forced forwarding to the edges.
The bandwidth provisioning is asymmetric with higher download rate. Moreover, the bi-
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trate of typical internet traffic generated by home users varies significantly and, therefore,
it does not exploit the whole provided bandwidth. This fluctuation of the traffic remains
even after the aggregation of traffic of multiple users.
Allocating capacities relying only on the average rates mi of the flows results in a network
that is unable to ensure the QoS and bandwidth requirements. While considering only the
maximal rates pi provided for the individual user flows leads to an over dimensioned (and
therefore underutilized) network. To decrease the allocated capacity and to keep the QoS
the effect of statistical multiplexing can be exploited [C7, C10].
F. Kelly [Kel96] presented the theoretical basics of statistical multiplexing aware dimensioning considering different traffic models. Although these models are rather accurate,
they are quite complex to implement.
S. Floyd in [Flo96] proposed a simple method to calculate the effective bandwidth for aggregation of independent traffic flows. The formula, that she derived from the Hoeffding
bound [Hoe63], is as follows:
BWef f =

n
X

mi +

i=1

s

ln( 1 ) ·

Pn

i=1

p2i

2

.

(5.1)

Since the Hoeffding bound is guaranteed to give an upper bound for traffic, this estimation
is conservative. However, this model works only in the case when large number of individual flows are assumed and the ratio of mean and peak rates are close to zero. Since the
considered flows are aggregated the mean to peak ratio is not small enough. Therefore,
this method would provide worse solutions, and it is excluded.
To obtain more accurate models, let us suppose that the individual traffic flows are independent and the aggregation has Gaussian distribution. Then, a simple, but effective
model can be used presented by Guèrin et al. [GAN91]. The effective bandwidth — the
bandwidth allocated to guarantee that the overflow probability is below  — is expressed
as the aggregation of mean bit rates (mi ) plus the standard deviation σ of the aggregation
considered α times.
BWef f =

n
X

mi + α · σ.

(5.2)

i=1

The desired overflow probability level can be achieved by adjusting the α. For instance,
for providing probabilities of 10−2 and 10−8 α has to be set to 2.32 and 5.61, respectively.
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The exact formula of calculating α can be found in [Noi05].
To use this model, however, not only the mean rate of the flows, but also their variances
are required. There are several possibilities to obtain the variance:
1. calculating the mean and the peak rates for the TE-pipes, and the variance is estimated based on these variables, or
2. modeling the traffic demands and trying to calculate both the mean rate and the
variance when the TE pipes are dimensioned.
The first solution is viable in the case of core networks [C10] when the customer defines
the size of the TE pipe (described by a traffic demand) and the only assumption that the
provider may make is that the traffic will follow gaussian distribution.
Another solution is based on describing the individual elementary traffic flows as an ONOFF processes [MH02, C3]. Then using the definitions, the mean and the variation of
the aggregation of several ON-OFF processes can be easily determined. According to
the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), where the number of connections is large, the distribution of the aggregate traffic can be approximated by Gaussian distribution, thus, all
assumptions of the applied model are fulfilled. However, the operator must have detailed
information about the traffic that limits the application of this method.

5.1.2 Extending the Joint Router and Tree Placer (JRTP) Algorithm
Up to now, all proposed algorithms assume Point-to-Point (P2P) TE pipes and the capacity
was allocated based on maximal bandwidth requirements. Therefore, to support multicast
and statistical multiplexing the Joint Router and Tree Placer (JRTP) is further developed.
The first issue to be solved is related to how the Guerin’s model can be applied. On
page 4.3.1 the allocation operator of JRTP algorithm was discussed that first prunes the
edges on which the defined rules are not satisfied. Among these rules several define the
capacity and QoS constraints. Thus, the edge-pruning has to be improved by substituting
the traffic load calculation function to the Guerin based one (see Equation 5.2).
To deal with multicast, the whole route selection algorithm has to be modified. For mul-
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ticast TE-pipes a tree is determined by calculating independent shortest paths from each
AN to the unique target (EN) one after the other. When a path is found it is temporarily added to the tree instance and then further edges are pruned to avoid forming cycles.
Furthermore, the weight of these edges are adjusted from 1.0 to a value close to zero, so
that the path finder algorithm will prefer the already used links. If a proper path is found
from all sources all are permanently added to the tree instance. Otherwise, all temporarily
added paths are removed if one of the paths fails [C7].

5.1.3 Evaluation of Results
The main enhancement of the framework is that it considers the traffic fluctuation in the
pipes. However, does it have any impact on the resource allocation or the achievable
throughput? Figure 5.1 depicts the allocated capacities (or network load) using the selected statistical multiplexing model in the cases of various throughput levels described
by Global Traffic Level (GTL). The deterministic multiplexing (summing the peak rates
up) is presented as a reference. The throughput levels, that cannot be served, are not
drawn on the figure.
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Figure 5.1: Allocated capacity at different traffic levels
This figure depicts that, considering statistical multiplexing not only less capacity is allocated for the same demand set, but solution was found for higher GTL; therefore, about
20% higher throughput can be achieved!
Although the existence of this gain is trivial, considering statistical multiplexing influences the paths calculated for VLANs: the topologies of the trees will also be different.
Therefore, statistical multiplexing becomes the part of the optimization task.
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5.2 Resilient Optical Metro Ethernet (ROME)
As the Ethernet had entered to the Metro Network area the 100 Mbps link speed became
immediately insufficient, since the installed Synchronous Digital Hierarchy/Synchronous
Optical NETwork (SDH/SONET) systems were able to provide from 155 Mbps up to 40
Gbps. To increase the link speed of the Ethernet and to provide this increased bandwidth
for larger distances changing over from copper to the optical medium is the sole solution.
The IEEE 802.3-2005 standard [IEEE802.3REV2005] proposed optical interfaces for
both short and long ranges up to tens of kilometers. These interfaces provide the line
speeds of one or then gigabit per second. However, this standard provides poor granularity, since only two bandwidth levels can be achieved.
To refine the granularity and to further increase the bandwidth between two switches more
parallel channels can be defined. The serial stream of bits is divided into slower parallel
bit streams, that are again multiplexed at the far end into a single serial bit stream. This
is referred to as inverse multiplexing. There is a link aggregation solution [IEEE802.3ad]
that bundles up to 8 such streams that can be e.g., carried over different wavelengths
using Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing (CWDM) system and so-called colored
interfaces. The drawback of this solution is the large number of required ports as well as
the huge required throughput of Ethernet equipment.

5.2.1 Decreasing Port Costs Through Grooming
The upper solution where CWDM was used per link basis was one extreme. The other
extreme is to use CWDM to connect each AN to the EN using a different wavelength.
The drawback is that a huge number of wavelengths is needed, where each wavelength is
typically underutilized. Therefore, a reasonable solution would be to define lightpaths in
such a way to be able to serve the presented Metro Ethernet Architecture and, of course it
has as low costs as possible.
In this latter scenario — where lightpaths are defined —, I assume that the wavelength
paths carry the traffic purely in the optical layer, i.e., they do not enter Ethernet switches in
the intermediate nodes but only at the terminations of the wavelength path and therefore
they do not require additional Ethernet ports and they do not increase the load of the
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Ethernet switches.
These wavelength paths form a virtual topology being denser than the physical one. This
way we will achieve our goal through traffic grooming: The wavelength paths will be
well utilized, while the virtual topology will be shallow enough. Still the Ethernet based
metro-access network will be well scalable. That wavelength bypassing can be done by
Arrayed Waveguide Gratings and patch panels that are reasonably cheap. This way the
total cost of the network is decreased compared to the IEEE 802.3ad Link Aggregation
[IEEE802.3ad] solution where many ports and large Ethernet switches are required.
To summarize, the advantages of the proposed architecture are as follows. There will be
fewer ports (interface cards) needed, the load of Ethernet nodes will be lower, the "deep"
topology will become "shallow", the overloaded links or nodes can be simply bypassed
by wavelength paths. All this makes Ethernet scale better to high traffic as well as to
networks that consist of more nodes, and that are too deep, or to sparse. This approach
does not only allow improved scalability, but also significant reduction of employment
costs.

CWDM based optical overlay model
The introduction of CWDM based optical networks leads to a two-layer vertical interconnection model that conforms to the overlay model [RLA04]. I consider the physical
optical topology given and wavelength paths (called lightpaths) can be defined and each
carries GbE or 10GbE signals depending on the used transponder. At each physical switch
place we have two possibilities: either considering that a lightpath can be terminated for
grooming at the switch or it can be bypassed using patch panels. Since the Ethernet
switches are interconnected via these lightpaths, the spanning tree protocol runs over the
logical network overlaying the physical one formed by the lightpaths. For better traffic
control the parallel lightpaths can be combined using link aggregation.
The enhancements of this two-layered architecture are twofold: it is able to deal with the
scalability issues of Ethernet, while switch size and interface cost can be reduced. It is
also possible to perform protection in the lower optical layer by switching the lightpaths
[CVCG05]; however, this solution requires dedicated lightpaths and proprietary switching
solution that may increase the cost of the network.
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Obviously, the topology of the overlay network influences the performance of the Ethernet
domain. Furthermore, the designed overlay network has an own establishing cost that
depends on the number of colored Ethernet interfaces (optical ports) and the number of
parallel lightpaths. This configuration task can be done manually or by using heuristics.
The simplest solution referred to as Full link aggregation defines 1 hop channels between
the neighbor switches and the parallel channels can be bundled using Link Aggregation.
On the contrary, we can draw direct lightpaths between the borders of the network, that is
the Full Bypass.
In general, the design of the overlay network can be derived from the problem of placing
grooming nodes and defining lightpaths. Several heuristic methods are available in the
literature to solve this problem, however, they cannot take into account the constraints
defined on the diameter of the overlay topology. Note that, over a particular topology
there may be trivial places for the grooming and the operator may design the topology
manually.

5.2.2 The Optimized VLAN Assignment and Tree Spanning Problem
over CWDM
The proposed VLAN switching based protection mechanism requires methods for forming disjoint trees for MST instances and for assigning VLANs to MSTIs in order to obtain
the desired active and backup paths. For this purpose I have extended the Protection based
ILP model presented in Section 3.3.

Problem Formulation
Let us assume that the physical topology is modeled as a directed graph Gp (Vp , Ep , B),
where Vp is the set of vertices where the Ethernet switches are placed. Ep = {eu,v,k |u ∈
V, v ∈ V, k = 1..n} is the set of edges and eu,v,k defines the kth wavelength between node
u and node v. A capacity function BP : Ep → R+ is also given. Depending on their
roles, the vertices are put into three subsets representing the access (AN ⊂ Vp ), the edge
(EN ⊂ Vp ) and the bridge (BN ⊂ Vp ) nodes.
Over this physical graph a virtual overlay network Gv (Vv , Ev , Bv ) is defined. Let Vv be
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the set of vertices forming the overlay network (Vv ⊆ Vp ). The paths in Gp will be the
edges of the overlay graph, so Ev = {eu,v ; u, v ∈ Vv }, where eu,v = {eu,v,k : ei,j,k ∈ Ep }.
The parallel lightpaths can be bundled and their capacities will be summed.
The considered traffic demand and tree models are the same as discussed in Chapter 3.
The resilience is realized with dedicated path protection of the demands. Therefore, two
disjoint paths described with two VLANs will be calculated and the required bandwidth
will be allocated along both paths. QoS protection [C6] and shared protection [C9] can
be also considered. The major difference among these schemes, however, is the amount
of spare capacity, all of them belong to the family of path protection schemes, thus, they
use secondary paths and they have the same requirements against the topology.
Introducing CWDM raises the problem that more Ethernet links, that are actually paths,
may have common physical links that have to be considered when the disjoint paths are
calculated, thus, I use the concept of Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG). An SRLG is a set
of virtual graph edges that run on the same physical link. Therefore, we can define s sets
of overlay graph edges each defining different SRLGs (SRLGi ⊆ EV , i = 1 . . . s).

5.2.3 ILP Model of the Tree Optimization Task
The optimization task is to define disjoint trees based on the overlay topology and assign
the VLANs (demands) to these trees, which is almost the same as defined in Section 3.3.
The main enhancement of that model is the introduction of SRLGs, therefore the ILP
model also has to be extended to be able to deal with the SRLGs.

The input parameters

are the overlay topology (GV ) including the SRLG set (SRLG)

and the set of demands (D). The solution consists of two VLANs (one active and one
backup) for each demand and of the trees.
The objective and almost all the constraints are the same. Therefore, the objective of this
problem will be the same (3.13), while the capacity constraints (3.14–3.16), the flow conservation constraints (3.19,3.20), the demand to tree mapping constraints (3.23,3.25,3.26)
and the tree shaping constraints (3.27, 3.28, 3.29) are the same. The only nontrivial extension is performed at path disjoint rule that is changed as follows:
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(5.3)

u,j∈SRLGi

This improved rule states that the backup path cannot use any of the edges that are in
the same SRLG as the edge that is used as a part of the working path of the same traffic
demand.

5.2.4 Case Study
The ILP based model presented in previous section supposes a precalculated overlay network. The topology of the overlay network influences the performance of tree optimization and results in cost reduction, thus finding a tradeoff between the costs and the network
performance is essential. In this case study I focus on this tradeoff over a simple topology.
For this case study a topology is derived from the Medium Dual Homing Topology: the
access nodes and two core switches form a secondary ring instead of a dual homing structure. Over this topology four overlay networks are defined. The overlay topologies (routes
of the lightpaths) are quite different, however, the installed capacities follow the same pattern. The lightpaths in the core ring are carrying 10 GbE, while in the aggregation parts
GbE channels are installed.

Overlay Topologies
Case A: Full Link Aggregation

The first overlay network is a trivial approach. The

lightpaths interconnect only the neighbor nodes resulting in four parallel channels between them. The four parallel channels are multiplexed into a 4 GbE link using Link
Aggregation. The shape of the resulted topology remains the same as the physical one
(see Figure 5.2(a)). This method, however, requires 4+4 GbE interfaces on each node, so
this topology needs 32 10GbE and 168 GbE ports.

Case B: Full Bypass In the second considered case direct lightpath are defined between
the Edge Nodes (cylinders) and the two other nodes (boxes) in the core ring. To provide
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(b) Full Bypass (Case B)

(c) Aggregation Lightpath Configuration (Case

(d) Full lightpath optimization (Case D)
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C)

Figure 5.2: Virtual Overlay Topologies. Parallel lightpaths are not shown on figures.
protection two 10GbE channels are defined that are edge disjoint in the physical topology.
In the aggregation parts the Access Nodes are connected directly to two of the four core
ring nodes with GbE channels. It needs the fewest Ethernet interfaces (16 10GbE and
72 GbE) compared to the other solutions; however, to realize it 6 parallel wavelength
channels are needed.

Case C: Aggregation Lightpath Heuristic Since the core ring is formed of 10GbE
channels and the core ring nodes aggregate the traffic of several Access Nodes they are
trivial grooming places. The core ring is kept untouched. On the contrary, in the aggregation the channels are determined to decrease topology diameter while two disjoint paths
to the core ring nodes are ensured. It uses 32 10GbE ports, but only 78 GbE ports.

Case D: Full Lightpath Heuristic

This case is derived from the previous one. The

aggregation parts are the same, however, in the core ring direct lightpaths are defined just
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like in CASE B. Therefore, I allow for lightpath bypass in the core ring too. So, only 16
10GbE ports and 78 GbE ports are installed.

5.2.5 Numerical Results
In this section, I compare these four different lightpath configuration schemes from three
aspects: the interface costs, the number of parallel lightpaths in fibres, the achievable
throughput. To determine this latter factor the presented ILP model is applied.
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Figure 5.3: The achieved throughput and the required interface costs

Achievable throughput vs. Interface costs
Figure 5.3 shows that Full Link Aggregation (Case A) produces about 25% larger throughput than Aggregation Lightpath Heuristic (Case D). To find the reasons of the difference
Case A is modified: one channel is removed in each link. This step can be done since
Case A uses 4 channels per fibre, while Case D uses only 3. The modified results are
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Table 5.1: The minimal / average / maximal path lengths measured for all cases.
Test Case

Tree depth <= 7

No depth constr.
Active

Backup

Active

Backup

Case A

1.00 / 3.17 / 5.00

4.00 / 6.17 / 8.00

Case B

1.00 / 1.67 / 2.00

2.00 / 2.34 / 3.00

1.00 / 1.67 / 2.00

2.00 / 2.34 / 3.00

Case C

1.00 / 2.16 / 3.00

2.00 / 3.76 / 5.00

1.00 / 2.16 / 3.00

2.00 / 3.76 / 5.00

Case D

1.00 / 2.00 / 3.00

2.00 / 5.03 / 11.00

1.00 / 2.73 / 5.00

2 / 4.28 / 7.00

-

depicted by the second column showing that the most of the throughput loss is attributed
to the drop of the number of channels. Meanwhile, the bypass (Case B) results only in
a slightly less throughput. At the same time the required interface cost (also depicted in
Figure 5.3) constantly decreases: the interface cost of Case D is roughly the half of that
of the Case A.
When the 10GbE channels are also configured in topology-driven way further drop of
interface cost is experienced. The interface costs are decreased, however, the achievable
throughput got also deteriorated. The reason is that it is impossible to route the protection
path in the core, only through an other aggregation part.
The Full Bypass (Case B) seems to be the best solution: it produces the highest throughput
and the lowest interface cost; however it has several crucial drawbacks. The lightpaths are
dedicated to the VLANs, thus, in this case the network will be inelastic to the inhomogeneous traffic. Furthermore, Case B realizes its throughput at the cost of using 6 channels
per link while in the other cases only 3 and 4 channels are installed. This makes the Full
Bypass unscalable.

VLAN lengths and tree depths
In Table 5.1 the minimal, the average and the maximal path lengths are shown for all four
cases. Since the paths run from the ANs (leaf) to the ENs (root) the length of the longest
path also defines the depth of the tree. The results show that the Full Bypass requires
the shortest paths, because the virtual topology itself is quite shallow. On the contrary,
the Full Link Aggregation Case needs longer active and backup paths: the average path
lengths roughly double, and the maximal path lengths increase significantly. The problem
of long backup paths becomes more crucial in Case D (Full Lightpath Heuristic): the
longest backup path is 11 hops long while their average length is 5.03. Not considering
the traffic in the core lightpath configuration causes non-optimal overlay links and SRLGs
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therefore, long paths. Let us illustrate the problem with an example. Let a demand be
defined from access node #17 to the edge node #1. In this case the active path selects the
channel running from node #2 to #3, while the backup path will be detoured through node
#4 due to the SRLG constraints. From node #4 there is a possible direct link to node #1,
but this link is in the same SRLG as the core link used by the active path. Therefore, to
reach its destination the backup path must cross the two other aggregation parts causing
the reduced overall throughput. On the contrary, when the core topology remains a ring
(Case C) the longest backup path is 5 hops long that is significantly shorter than in Case
D and the obtained throughput is roughly the same as measured in Full Link Aggregation
with 3 channels.

Constraining the path lengths
To avoid the problem of long protection paths the ILP model is extended with the rule
ensuring that the paths will not be longer than a limit (8). Then, the simulations are
performed again ( Table 5.1). In the test cases where the length of the paths (Case B and
Case C) remain below the defined constraint the same solutions are obtained. In the case
of Full Link Aggregation (Case A) there is no solution due to topological constraints. For
instance, although the active path from node #17 to node #1 has 2 hops, the backup path
will be at least 8 hop long (See Figure 5.2(a)). The Full Lightpath Heuristic Case (Case
D) gives valid solutions: the backup paths become shorter from 11 to 7 and the average
length is also decreased while the active paths become longer. Note that, roughly the same
throughput was achieved in this constrained case as originally measured.

Chapter 6
Summary
This dissertation presents efficient methods for realizing TE principles and resilience over
the most cost effective Metro Network technology candidate: the Ethernet. The standardization bodies realized the power of Ethernet: providing high bandwidth at very low cost
[Cla00] and they continuously define new standards to extend the Ethernet beyond the
LAN. However, for a network provider a wholesale architecture is the only viable solution that fulfills the carrier grade service requirements including Traffic Engineering and
high reliability. Several concepts are presented in the literature [BvdSBP03, SGNcC04];
however, network configuration algorithms are required in order to make the architecture
work. During the Introduction the motivations were discussed and a possible Metro Ethernet Network scenario was presented. This architecture supposes the TE pipe concept (a
TE pipe is a path in the network for which certain amount of capacity is allocated).

6.1 Traffic-driven Tree Optimization of QoS-aware and
Resilient Metro Ethernet
However, because of the tree-driven frame forwarding mechanism of Ethernet, these TE
pipes had to be mapped to tree instances and those instances also have to be spanned in the
network. In Chapter 3 I have proposed an Integer Linear Program (ILP) formulation that
was able to find the optimal solution fulfilling Traffic Engineering principles. This basic
formulation was also extended with the capability of 1:1 dedicated protection. Besides, I
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proposed a protection scheme to decrease the spare capacity, where only the QoS traffic
is protected. This scheme is called QoS Path Protection (QPP).
Performing simulations I have found that the optimization of the Metro Ethernet resulted
in outstanding throughput gain in case of dual homing topologies. I have also shown the
reasons of this gain: optimizing the TE pipes and tree instances allows to use the alternate
paths in the network realizing better TE. I also performed simulations to investigate the
effects of introducing protection schemes. These results showed that the spare capacity
deteriorated the achievable throughput but it only eliminated the throughput gain. The
application of QPP presented a moderate gain since less spare capacity was used. The
results of this part were published in [C4, C6, C8].

6.2 Scalable Tree Optimization in QoS-aware and Resilient Metro Ethernet Environment
The main drawback of the proposed ILP formulations was the poor scalability that emerged
the demand for scalable methods. Chapter 4 was devoted to this issue.
First, I have proposed a decomposition method that divides the problem to two subproblems: demand routing and tree assignment and placement. The algorithm solves
them one by one. This decomposition allows the application of most of the protection
schemes.
To solve the tree assignment and placement sub-problem, I have proposed a heuristic
algorithm called Tree Assigner & Placer (TAP). Through simulation I have shown that in
most cases (from 60% to 100% depending on the topology) the algorithm covers optimally
a properly generated path set. The path set was generated using the ILP method.
The demand routing sub-problem was defined as the VPN design task and a simple but
effective algorithm was developed. Combining this algorithm with the decomposition and
the TAP I have proposed a heuristic method. The throughput of this method is very close
to the optimum in most cases, while the time required for optimization is significantly
lower than that for obtaining global optimum, particularly for larger network instances.
However, to approximate the optimum, it uses more trees than the optimal solution.
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Although this proposed algorithm provides good solutions, due to the two-phase solution
the demand routing phase does not consider at all that the path should be grouped into
trees. To avoid this problem I have proposed a one-phase heuristic method (JRTP) dealing
with the two sub-problems at the same time. The JRTP is able implement path protection
schemes. The performance of this method will be published in [J2].

6.3 Traffic Engineering and Optical Extensions
The most promising application over Metro Networks is the combined telephone, TV
and Internet service in other words the Triple-Play. To efficiently serve it the issues of
multicast and statistical multiplexing also have to be dealt with.
In Section 5.1 I have discussed these technological issues and I have presented the extensions of the JRTP algorithm to implement multicast and statistical multiplexing. Here I
have shown the improved efficiency in terms of lower network capacity usage and higher
achieved throughput.
To satisfy the continuously increasing bandwidth demands Ethernet over Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing (CWDM) is a valuable solution. Introducing fast protection
unveils interesting new problems: more Ethernet links, that are lightpaths, may be impacted by a single link failure. This phenomenon is dealt with the concept of Shared Risk
Link Groups (SRLG). I have proposed the extension of the ILP formulation presented in
Section 3.3.3 in order to provide optimized TE-pipe assignment and tree spanning problem over a pre-configured CWDM network, where the set of lightpaths carrying GbE
signals defined logical links forming an overlay network. The investigation was focused
on how different types of overlay networks influenced the solution provided by the Ethernet optimization model. The results show that using bypassed lightpaths the number of
required interfaces can be decreased that reduces the costs.

Appendix A
Investigated Topologies
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Figure A.1: Small Dual Homing Topology (SDHT)
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Figure A.2: Medium Dual Homing Topology (MDHT)
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Figure A.3: Large Dual Homing Topology (LDHT)
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Figure A.4: Small Tree-Ring Topology (STRT)
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Figure A.5: Large Tree-Ring Topology (LTRT)
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Figure A.6: Mesh Topology (Mesh)
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Figure A.7: Modified Medium Dual Homing Topology (MDHT) for CWDM case

Appendix B
Throughput estimator algorithm
procedure Through_Estimator()
{
low_bound ← 0
high_bound ← 10000
while (high_bound − low_bound < 1)
GT L ←

high_bound+lowb ound
2

P roblem ← GenerateP roblemInstance(GT L)
ret ← SolveP roblem(P roblem)
if (ret = true) then
low_bound ← GT L
else
high_bound ← GT L
end
return
}
Figure B.1: Pseudo code of the algorithm that estimates the achievable throughput
through scaling the Global Traffic Level (GTL) variable.
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